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ISAAC BARROW: THE DRAWER OF TANGENTS.

BY J. M. CHILD.

ISAAC BARROW was born in 1630, the son of a linen-draper in

London. He was first sent to the Charter-house school, where

inattention and a predilection for fighting created a bad impression.

One reads in Rouse Ball's Short Account of the History of Mathe-

matics:^ "At Charterhouse, Barrow was so troublesome that his

father was heard to pray that if it pleased God to take any of his

children, he could best spare Isaac." Later he seems to have turned

over a new leaf, and in 1643 we find him entered at St. Peter's

College, and afterwards at Trinity College, Cambridge. He had now

become exceedingly studious, and he made considerable progress in

literature, natural philosophy, anatomy, botany, and chemistry,

—

the latter with a view to medicine as a profession,—and later,

chronology, geometry and astronomy. He then proceeded on a sort

of "Grand Tour," through France, Italy, to Smyrna, Constantinople,

back to Venice, and then home through Germany and Holland. His

stay in Constantinople had a great influence on his after life; for

he there studied the works of Chrysostom. and thus had his thoughts

turned to divinity. But for this his undoubtedly great advance on

the work of his predecessors in the matter of the infinitesimal cal-

culus might have been developed to such an extent that the name

of Barrow would have been inscribed on the roll of the world's

famous mathematicians as at least the equal of his mighty pupil.

Immediately on his return to England he was ordained, and a

year later, at the age of thirty, he was appointed to the Greek pro-

fessorship at Cambridge, his inaugural lectures being on the Rhetoric

of Aristotle, a choice of subject which also had a distinct eflfect on

his later mathematical work.

1 Fourth edition, 1908, p. 309.
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In 1662, two years later, he was chosen as professor of geom-

etry in Gresham College, and in the following year he was elected

to the Lucasian chair of mathematics, just founded at Cambridge.

This professorship he held for five years, and his office created the

occasion for his Mathematical Lectures, which were delivered in

the years 1664-66, and published in 1670.

It was in 1664 that he came into really close contact with

Newton ; for in that year he examined Newton in Euclid, as one

of the subjects for a mathematical scholarship at Trinity College,

of which Newton had been a subsizar for three years ; and it was

owing to Barrow's report that Newton was led to study the Elements

more carefully and to form a better estimate of their value. The

connection thus started must have developed at a great pace, for not

only does Barrow secure the succession of Newton to the Lucasian

chair, which Barrow relinquished in 1669, but he commits the pub-

lication of the Lectiones Opticae and the Lectiones Geometricae/

which were published together, to the foster care of Newton and

Collins. He himself had now determined to devote himself entirely

to divinity, and in 1670 he was created a doctor of divinity, in 1672

he succeeded Dr. Pearson as Master of Trinity College, in 1675 he

was chosen as vice-chancellor of the university. In 1677 he died,

and was buried in Westminster Abbey, where a monument, sur-

mounted by his bust, was soon afterwards erected by the con-

tributions of his friends.

The writer of the unsigned article, "Isaac Barrow," in the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, from which most of the above facts have

been taken, states

:

"By his English contemporaries Barrow was considered a math-

ematician second only to Newton. Continental writers do not place

him so high, and their judgment is probably the more correct one."

I have recently had occasion to study the Lectiones Geometricae,

perhaps the only one of Barrow's voluminous works that is of really

great historical interest ; and I fail to see the reasonableness of the

remark in italics. Of course it was only natural that contemporary

continental mathematicians should belittle Barrow, since they claimed

for Fermat and Leibniz the invention of the infinitesimal calculus

before Newton, and did not wish to have to consider an even prior

claimant. We see that his own countrymen placed him on a

very high level ; and surely the only way to obtain a really adequate

opinion of a scientist's worth is to accept the unbiased opinion that

- An article by the present writer on "The 'Lectiones Geometricae' of

Isaac Barrow" will appear in The Monist of April next.
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has been expressed by his contemporaries, who were aware of all the

facts and conditions of the case ; or, failing that, to try to form an

unbiased opinion for ourselves by putting ourselves in the position

of one of his contemporaries. Most modern criticism of ancient

writers fails because the critic himself is usually a man of great

ability, and compares, perhaps unconsciously, their discoveries with

facts that are now common knowledge to himself and others of his

attainments ; instead of considering only the advance made beyond

what was then common knowledge to his antetypes. Thus the

designers of the wonderful electric machines of to-day are but as

pigmies compared with such giants as Faraday.

Further, in the case of Barrow there are several other things

to be taken into account. We must consider his disposition, his

training, his changes of intention with regard to a career, the acci-

dent of his connection with such a man as Newton, the circum-

stances brought about by the work of his immediate predecessors,

and the ripeness of the time for his discoveries. His disposition was

pugnacious, though not without a touch of hiunor ; he sets out with

the one expressed intention of simplifying and generalizing the

existing methods of drawing tangents to curves of all kinds ; and

there is distinct humor in his glee at "wiping the eye" of some other

geometer whose solution of some particular problem he has not only

simplified but generalized. Remembering too that these were lec-

tures delivered in his capacity as professor, one can almost imagine

the proud, though more or less repressed, chuckle that accompanied

:

"Gregory a St. Vincent gave this, but proved (if I remember

rightly) with wearisome prolixity."

"Hence it follows immediately that all curves of this kind are

touched at any one point by one straight line only Euclid

proved this as a special case for the circle, Apollonius for the conic

sections, and other people in the case of other curves."

This comparison of himself wnth the giants of ancient days

may by some be considered to be conceit on the part of Barrow,

but I think it is only the glee, part and parcel of the man, who has

accomplished the end he had in view. "Fve done it; Fve got 'em

beat to a frazzle." or the equivalent to this in the best Aristotelian

Greek, Ciceronian Latin, or the ponderous English of his Sermons.

His early training was promiscuous and could have had no

other effect than to have fostered an inclination to leave others to

finish what he had begun. One can imagine the man, satisfied at

solving a problem, and not caring "tuppence" whether any one saw

or even knew of his solution ; resembling somewhat in this respect
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that other eminent mathematician, Fermat, with his: "I have just

discovered the following most beautiful and remarkable property

of numbers ; if you wish to see the proof I will send it to you." His

Greek professorship and his study of Aristotle would tend to make
him a confirmed geometer, reveling in the "elegant solution" and

more or less despising Cartesian analysis because of its then (fre-

quently) cumbersome work, and using it only with certain qualms

of doubt as to its absolute rigor. For instance he almost apologizes

for inserting, at the very end of Lecture X, which is the finish of his

work on the drawing of tangents, his "a and e" method,—the proto-

type of the "h and k" method of the ordinary beginners' text-book

of to-day—with the words :

"We have now to some extent finished what we suggested was

to be the first part of our subject. To this, in the form of supple-

ments or appendices, we will add a method for finding tangents by

calculation, frequently used by us" [a nobis usitatits, the last word

meaning customary or familiar ; the only other occasion in which

Barrow uses this word in the book is to designate things that are

well-known or familiar facts] ; "although I hardly know, after giving

so many well-known and well-worn methods of the kind above,

whether there is any advantage in doing so. But I do so on the

advice of a friend, and all the more willingly because it seems to be

more profitable and general than the others which I have discussed."

The word "familiar" should be noted, showing that Barrow

was in possession of a method which he probably used continually,

as a clue to finding out his general constructions for tangents ; in-

deed it is not beyond the bounds of probability to assume that this

method was the source from which he got all his constructions in

the first place ; and yet it was a method which he thought little of in

comparison with the more rigorous demonstrations of pure geom-

etry. Nevertheless the last paragraph allows that it is more general

than anything that he has already given. Note the implied sneer in

the words "by calculation" ; Barrow allows himself the same lati-

tude when alluding to the work of Wallis : "deduced by calculation,

and verified by a kind of induction, yet not anywhere proved geo-

metrically, as far as I am aware." The friend was undoubtedly

Newton.

Another light is thrown on the matter of Cartesian geometry,

or rather the application of it, by lecture VI ; in this, for the sake

of establishing lemmas to be used later, Barrow gives fairly lengthy

proofs that
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(i) myr:±.vy = m.v~/b : and (ii) ±yx + gx-my = mx^/r

represent hyperbolas, instead of merely stating the fact on account

of the factorizing of

mx-/b ± xy. vix~/r ± xy.

The lengthiness of these proofs is to a great extent due to the fact

that, although the appearance of the work is algebraical, the rea-

soning is almost purely geometrical. It is also to be noticed that

the index notation is not used except where it is quite unavoidable,

although Wallis had used even fractional indices a dozen years be-

fore. In a later lecture we have the truly terrifying equation

(rrkk -rrff \ 2fmpa^ /kk ={mnui +2fmpa)/kk.

From the above it is quite easy to see a reason why Barrow
should not have turned his work to a greater account ; but in esti-

mating his genius one must make all allowance for this disability in,

or dislike for, algebraic geometry, read into his work what could

have been got out of it, and not stop short at what was actually

published. Chiefly must it be remembered that these old geometers

could use their geometrical facts far more readily than many math-

ematicians of the present day can use their analysis.

As has been stated, Barrow's published works were voluminous ;

his mathematical works were written in Latin, and have been edited

by Whewell (Cambridge, 1860) ; his works in English have been

published in four quarto volumes.



"AN ORGY OF CANT."

BY THE EDITOR.

AMONG the British critics of the government of Great Britain

. there is one who has shown himself universally ingenious as a

poet as well as enthusiastic on various occult subjects. People

interested in occultism may remember the first volume of his Equi-

nox, a stately volume with artistic illustrations acquainting the

reader with a charming ritual and containing many mysterious

articles. We refer to Aleister Crowley who has made himself

persona non grata to the English government and may be com-

pared with his well-known countryman, Bernard Shaw. Both are

poets, both are masters of sarcastic wit, both are Irish patriots and

both possess the manliness to speak out boldly and point out the in-

consistencies in English politics of to-day.

Early last year Mr. Crowley gave expression to his view of

the war in a short circular entitled "The Orgy of Cant" which he

sent out pretty widely in letter form among his friends. It was

reprinted in The Continental Times, an American paper published

in Europe.

The English claim, as a matter of course, that God and right

are on their side. The huge Teuton armies are crushed by the

small forces of Englishmen. Mr. Crowley says:

"We are in for one of our periodical orgies of Cant. Right

(and God, of course, thank God!) struggles gallantly in its tiny way

against Armed Might, Tyranny, Barbarism ; the Allies pit their

puny force against the hordes of Huns. Parsons preach on David

and Goliath, publicists invoke Jack the Giant-Killer. The odds are

always ten to one. Fortunately, one Englishman is a match for

18^3 Germans, as statistics prove.

"Englishmen, even educated Englishmen, even traveled Eng-

lishmen, manage to hypnotize themselves into believing this.

"My own view is simpler. We have waited for a long while
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to smash Germany and steal her goods. We have taken a first-clas_s

opportunity, and we shall never regret it.

"In point of fact, gallant little Germany is against a world in

arms. Austria has been torn for many years by internal divisions

;

only a part of her population is of German stock. But against

Germany and this one friend are arrayed Russia, France, England,

Servia, Montenegro and Japan ; and every one of these nations is

throwing its whole diplomatic weight into the task of getting Rou-

mania, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Holland, Denmark and the United

States of America to join in. We are only about 6 to 1 at present

and feel insecure.

"Algerians, not only of Arab but of negroid and even negro

stock, have been hurled into the line ; India has gushed out a

venomous river of black troops—the desperate Ghoorka, whose

kukri is thrust upward through the bowels ; the Pathan, whose very

women scavenge the battlefield to rob, murder and foully mutilate

the dead, the fierce Sikh, the lithe Panjabi, the Bengali even, whose

maximum of military achievement is the Black Hole of Calcutta

!

"Against the Boers the English did not dare employ savage

troops. Europe would have risen in arms at the abomination.

"To-day we do it, because all armed Europe is already either

for us or against us. And with all that we use the Japanese ! Can

we complain if the German papers say that the Kaiser is fighting

for culture, for civilization, when the flower of the allied troops

are black, brown, and yellow 'heathens,' the very folks whom we
have stopped from hook-swinging, suttee, child-murder, human
sacrifice and cannibal feast ? From Senegambia, Morocco, the Sou-

dan, Afghanistan, every wild band of robber clans, come fighting

men to slay the compatriots of Kant, Hegel, Goethe, Schiller, Heine,

Beethoven, Wagner, Mozart, Durer, Helmholtz, Hertz, Haeckel,

and a million others perhaps obscurer, no less noble, men of the

Fatherland of music, of philosophy, of science and of medicine, the

land where education is a reality and not a farce, the land of Luther

and Melanchthon, the land whose life blood washed out the eccle-

siastical tyranny of the dark ages.

"The Huns

!

"We thank God that we are not as other men. There are no

stained glass windows bright enough for us. Our haloes are top

heavy."

Here follow Mr. Crowley's comments on the English view

concerning the Kaiser

:

"Indignation has led me from the point of my paragraph. It
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was my purpose to expose the infamous pretence—which, however,

is not too inane to dupe even clear-sighted EngHshmen in their hys-

teric hour—the pretence that the Kaiser is a 'mad dog,' a homicidal

maniac, a man like Nebuchadnezzar in the Hebrew fable, or like

Attila the Scourge of God, or Tamerlane.

"It is a lie. The Kaiser has always been, and is to-day, a man
of peace. He has indeed lived up to the maxim Si vis pacem, para

helium and, loaded with the legacy of hate which the impolitic an-

nexation of Alsace-Lorraine had thrust upon his shoulders, he could

do no less without offering the breast of Germany to the ravisher.

A lamb to the slaughter, indeed, with La revanche in every mouth

!

What would he do, with men yet alive who remembered Jena, and

the ceaseless raids and ravages of Bonaparte?

"But in a hundred crises he kept his head ; he kept the peace.

He had plenty of chances to smash France forever ; he did not take

them. An ambitious prince might have put a relative on the throne

of Louis XIV while France was torn by the Boulanger affair, the

Panama scandal, the Dreyfus horror, when Diogenes might have

gone through France with a modern searchlight for his lantern

without finding a single man who was not a traitor to his country,

or at least to the republic and the most trustworthy man of affairs

was he who could be trusted to put the 'double-cross' on every one.

The Kaiser never stirred.

'Tt would have been easy to destroy the Russian menace at the

time when Japan was straining the sinews of the Tartar giant, or

when the Moscow Revolution showed that the Czar could not trust

his own soldiers, and the Imperial Guard, hastily summoned from

St. Petersburg, shut up the garrison of Moscow in the Kremlin,

trained their own guns upon them, and disarmed them. The Kaiser

did nothing.

"And then came the Triple Entente.

"Germany was held like a deer in a lion's jaws. Austria, her

only friend, was being ruined by insidious politics even more surely

than by open attacks. Barred in the Adriatic, barred in the Baltic,

the Teuton had but one small strip of reasonably open coast. That

the Kaiser made that coast the greatest naval base in the world

was held to be a 'menace.'

"Surely the Russo-Japanese war and the Boer war showed

plainly—if any fool there were who could not see it a priori—that

the greatest, widest, best, and only impregnable military base is the

sea. To-day we can bring Russian troops from Vladivostock or

Archangel and land them at Ostend, a million at a time, and Ger-
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many must be well served indeed by spies if she knows of the

operation in time to guard against it. Such a power is the supreme

strategic advantage. Is it then so treacherous and aggressive if

Germany, threatened by an alliance (hypocritically described as an

entente) of powers outnumbering her six to one, sought to keep

open a path to raid that universal base of operations? The English

are the least military and the most warlike of all peoples, said some

one ; the converse is truer still of Germany.

"And since the Entente the ordeal of the Kaiser has been

Promethean. Insult after insult he has had to swallow ; injury

upon injury he has had to endure. The Kiao-Chau adventure,

harmless and rational, was balked, then sterilized, then counter-

poised. The colonies did not prosper. England built like a maniac

against his navy ; Churchill deliberately pulled his nose by the im-

pudent proposal for limitation of armaments.

"Agadir was a fresh humiliation ; for a few acres of uninhabi-

table jungle on the Congo he had to surrender all interest in

Morocco, a country he had nursed for years.

"It is still a diplomatic secret, and I must not betray it. But

who financed Italy in her Tripolitan adventure, and why?

"The last straw was the Balkan war. Blotted was his one hope

of escape to the east ; his ewe-lamb, Turkey, was torn to pieces

before his eyes, and he could not stir a finger to prevent it. Austria

still blocked in the Adriatic, Italy alienated from the Triple Alliance,

the Slav expanding everywhere, Constantinople itself threatened,

Roumania (even) turning toward Russia, he must have felt like

a victim of that maiden of armor and spears that once executed

justice on the weak.

"And all this had been accomplished by England without sword

drawn or cannon fired.

"Here then stood Wilhelm, dauntless but defeated. His dip-

lomacy had failed ; his one ally was handicapped by domestic unrest

;

he was isolated in Europe ; England was increasing her navy at a

pace which he could never beat ; France, with her three years' law,

was proposing to increase her army by 50 per cent at a stroke;

Russia was turning the flank, pushing on through the Balkans

subtly and surely.

"And the Kaiser answered : I am the servant of God ; I stand

for peace. And the Triple Entente gathered closer and chuckled:

Aha ! he dare not fight. Let us tighten the garrote

!

"So Servia plots and executes the crime of Sarajewo. Austria,

its aged emperor smitten yet again and most foully, demands im-
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peratively the disclosure of the accomplices of the assassins. Servia

replies in terms of evasion, evasion impudently cynical. Austria

stirs. Russia—and there is no pretense possible, the murder of the

archduke was either instigated by Panslavism or was a threat equally

to the Czar as to any other ruler—replies by mobilizing. Before

Austria has moved a man or a gim, Russia mobilizes.

"And what was the position of the German emperor? He must

strike now or never.

"He looked about him. The weakness of the British govern-

ment and its supposed preoccupation with the Ulster folly and the

suffragettes encouraged him to hope. He saw France, mere rotten-

ness, its bandages torn off by the pistol-shot of Mme. Caillaux. All

things conspired ; he would make one final effort for peace by threat-

ening Russia.

"And then he suddenly knew that it was no good. Nothing

was any good ; nothing would ever be any good again. Sir Edzvard

Grey spoke for peace, spoke of neutrality, in the House of Com-

mons at a moment ivhen thousands of British troops were already

on their zvay to Belgium, and the fleet, concentrated and ready for

action, already held the North Sea.

"France withdrew her troops from the frontier 'so as to avoid

any possibility of incidents which might be mistaken for aggression,'

while her Algerian and Senegambian troops were on the water,

half-way to Marseilles.

"He knew that this time there was no hope of peace. Abdica-

tion itself would hardly have saved Germany from a long-prepared,

carefully-planned war, a war whose avowed object, an object in the

mouth of every man in the street, was the destruction of Austria,

the dismemberment of Germany. They had got him.

"Even a worm will turn ; even a Quaker will fight if he is

cornered.

"Wilhelm struck."

Some time ago Belgium was decried and pilloried in all Eng-

lish literature for "the crime of the Congo," as it was called by

Sir Conan Doyle. But all this is now forgotten. Mr. Crowley says

:

"We have quite forgotten that the Belgian is the most cruel,

mean, and cowardly cur in Europe, that we have demonstrated till

all was blue against him as assassin, torturer, mutilator, and canni-

bal. We have dined in our thousands to acclaim his disgrace. We
heard of nothing but 'red rubber,' of niggers with hands, and feet,

and indeed all that was off-choppable, off-chopped ; of rape, robbery,

murder, anthropophagy, and so on, until even our sanest etymol-
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ogists began to derive Belgium from Belial and Belphegor and other

leading Lucifuges of the hierarchy of the Pit. King Cleopold, who

was really a foolish kindly old gentleman with a taste in petticoats,

the spit of a hundred vieux marcheurs in any Pall Mall club, was

compared to all the Roman emperors from Caligula and Nero to

Justinian and Diocletian. And now it is 'gallant little Belgium,' and

'les braves Beiges/ and enough about heroes and martyrs to make

any decent man vomit

!

"Anything the Belgians may have got they asked for. Flagellum

qui meruit ferat!"

How different is the British view of France now from what

it was before the war. Here is British opinion of France before

and after the war:

"We thank God that we are not as other men. Humph! If

the French are being beaten, they have only themselves to blame.

Does one expect a Leonidas from France?

"Outside the sacred Mount of Parnassus, where dwell Rodin

and x\natole France and a few more, what names does one know

but names of scandal? Eiffel, and Reinach, and Dreyfus, and

Henry, and du Paty de Clam, and de Lesseps, and Meyer, and

Mme. Humbert, and Mme. Steinheil, and Mme. Caillaux. Since

1870 the history of France is a history of mean and mostly un-

intelligible squabble, fringed with Jesuitry and pseudo-Mason in-

trigue, a viler, an obscurer money-grubbery than even that of Hauss-

mann and the Second Empire. In all the labyrinth of French

group-politics is there a name unsmirched by what in any other

country would be felony?

"What sort of an army is it whose officers conspire wholesale

against the state and have to be bought over by a bourse-ridden re-

public whose chief magistrate can be smacked publicly in the face at

a race-course and not dare to retaliate, the pretenders to whose throne

can allow their conspirators to culminate and at the last moment

fear to show themselves, so that all their followers are thrown into

prison—when a single bold push would have set them on the

throne?

"Calmette, the Bel-ami journalist, who by trickery and treason

makes himself the greatest power in French journalism, threatens

to expose the master blackmailer, to unmask the 'impregnable'

frontier fortresses that are still armed with the guns of 1872 ; he

is murdered by a woman who in England would be considered as a

doubtful starter in any concourse of moderately respectable demi-
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mondaines—and a jury is found to declare that she did not commit
the act to which she openly confesses

!

"England has spent about nine centuries in hating and despising

France, in crying out on her for atheism and immorality and all the

rest of it ; Edward VII, one night upon Montmartre, swears the

French are jolly good sportsh, bigod, and lo! the Angel of the

Entente Cordiale, Mimi Tete-Beche is Sainte-Genevieve, and Jesus-

la-Caille becomes the Saviour of Protestant England.

"Is it a nation in which abortion has become a national danger

that will freely give her sons to the Republic?

"If so, only because the French people is not corrupted, even

by their politicians.

"I love the French—I will not yield precedence to Edward
VII, though I prefer Montparnasse to Montmartre, and pay for

my own dinner at Laperouse's where he accepted £20,000 to dine

at the Cafe Anglais—and I want to see them victorious and pros-

perous. But I shall not mistake France for Sparta."

As to the Slavs we find a similar contrast between former

British views concerning Russia and those of to-day.

"As to Russia, we have had nothing but whole-hearted abuse

since 1850. Even their ridiculous fear of having their children

stolen by Jews for the purposes of ritual murder—as they most

fixedly believe—has been represented as religious bigotry, when it

is at the worst but peasant ignorance like the belief in witchcraft.

"We have received and feted the would-be assassins of their

Czar; we have imagined Red Sunday in St. Petersburg, and ful-

minated against pogroms, and preached against vodka and brutal

Cossacks till any one who has ever been to Russia wants to go away

quietly and die ; and the next thing is that we hold up our railways

and smuggle 150,000 of the brutal Cossacks aforesaid to fling them

on the flank of the German armies in Normandy and Picardy. Well,

no ! it was only a Secret Service lie. But how dearly we all wished

it true!

"Have we not wept and yelled over Poland? And has not the

Czar promised autonomy to Poland once and again, and tricked?

"My own view of Russia is that it is the freest country in the

world ; but it is a little sudden for our Nonconformists who have

denounced her as a tyrant for the last sixty years, to hail her thus

incontinently as the champion of European liberty."

Mr. Crowley has but little to say on Servia and Montenegro

:

"It is disgusting to have to foul clean paper with the name of

Servia.
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"These swineherds who murdered and mutilated their own king

and queen ; whose manners make their own pigs gentlefolk ; these

assassins who officially plot and execute the dastard murder of the

Crown Prince of a nation with whom they are at peace ; these

ruffians so foul that even cynical England hesitates to send a min-

ister to their court of murderers—these be thy gods to-day, O
England

!

"Heroic little Servia!"

"I have not a word to say against the Montenegrins. They

are decent honest cutthroats."

"And now we come to the treacherous monkeys of Japan, the

thieves and pirates of the East. Who makes the shoddy imitations

of European and American machinery, forges the names of famous

firms, sticks at no meanness to steal trade? Who, under cover of

alliance with England, fostered in China a boycott of all English

goods ?

"Only yesterday Japan was at the throat of Russia—or at

least trod heavily on one big toe. To-day in Tokyo they sing the

Russian national anthem, and cheer the ambassador whenever he

appears.

"Why not? of course. It is natural, it is human; it is all in

order. But it is fickleness and treachery : it is hypocrisy and hum-

bug. Diplomacy is of necessity all this ; but at least let us mitigate

the crime by confession

!

"Human nature is never so bad when it is not shackled by the

morality of emasculate idealists.

"Does any person who knows the Far East believe even in an

opium dream that Japan had any quarrel with Germany, or any care

for her alliance with England? Kiao-Chau was an easy enough

prey; well, then, snatch it, and chance the wrath of schoolmarmed

America and the egregious Wilson. But for God's sake, and by the

navel of Daibutsu, and the twelve banners of the twelve sects of

Buddha, let us spew out the twaddle about honor, ^and justice, and

oppressed China, and the sanctity of alliance!"

Now the English have their turn

:

"And England ! England the Home of Liberty, the Refuge of

the Oppressed, the Star of Hope of the Little Nations. I suppose

that any other nation about whom they sang

" 'They're hanging men and .women too

—

For wearing of the green'
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would suppress the song by yet more hanging. The EngHsh are

cynical enough to sing it themselves.

"The English are ever on the lookout for atrocities. Bulgarian

atrocities, Armenian atrocities, Tripolitan atrocities, Congo atroci-

ties, and now German atrocities. One notices that the atrocity of

the atrocitators varies with their political objectionability.

"The parable of the mote and the beam was made for England,

surely.

"German atheism ! from the compatriots of Shelley, Thomson,

Bradlaugh, Morley, and John Burns.

"German sensuality ! from the fellow-citizens of Swinburne,

Rossetti, Keats, and a dozen others.

"German blasphemy ! when the Kaiser invokes the God of

Battles. As if the success of British arms were not prayed for daily

in the churches, the name of God invoked in the addresses to the

soldiers, and the very motto of England, Dieu et mon droit \ It is

true the Kaiser was first to make so emphatic an insistence that God
was his ally ; it seems that England has the old literary grievance

against those qui ante nos nostra dixerunt!

"Indeed saevitia!

"German militarism ! A strange rebuke from a nation whose

saner citizens at this hour are cursing themselves that they did not

have conscription twenty years ago, from a nation which has by a

sham Insurance Act riveted heavier fetters on their slave-class than

were ever ball and chain.

"And it is England that can produce a firm of piano manu-

facturers to start a boycott of German pianos—their own pianos

being all German but the cases !—and a boycott of German music.

And it is England that can show a composer who writes to the

papers that he will now "try harder than he ever tried before" to

beat Bach and Beethoven and Brahms and Strauss and Wagner

!

In the meantime he will refrain from the wicked and unpatriotic

luxury of Vienna steak ! And since Kant thought two and two

made four, for all true Englishmen they must make five in future.

"Have Englishmen forgotten their own Royal family?

"'The very dogs in England's court

They bark and howl in German.'

"Edward VII spoke English with an accent; and at the first

hour of war with Germany we found the first Lord of the Admiralty

a German prince

!

"Until this year England has never been at war with Germany
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in the course of history since the Conquest. Our very speech, half

EngHsh, betrayeth us.

"All this is finished. The German is a Hun, and a Vandal,

and a monster, and a woman-torturer, and a child-murderer, and

runs away in his millions at the sight of a territorial from Hoxon.

And the Britsh army has won victory after victory against enormous

odds, some sixtyfold, and some eightyfold, and some a hundredfold,

and has retreated (for strategic purposes, luring the hosts of the

Kaiser to their doom) nearly as fast as a frightened man can run,

and exactly as fast as a victorious host can pursue them."

The government of Great Britain have succeeded in their

scheme. The war is on. Germany is fighting against odds ; and

though there is some danger that she may not submit, the British

Cabinet have mixed the cards well and have succeeded admirably

in their diplomatic job. Mr. Crowley concludes thus:

'7 zvrite in English for those English who count, and this is the

proper zvay to viezu the matter. Germany is a rich prize. We can

capture German trade, German manufactures, German shipping,

German colonies. We can exact an indemnity sufficient to cripple

Germany for a dozen generations. We can split Germany into six

kingdoms or republics, and weaken her beyond repair forever. We
can double-cross Russia by insisting on the creation of a new Poland.

We can destroy the German fleet, and economize on dreadnoughts.

We can force our proletariat to accept conscription and stave ofif

the social revolution. We can drown the Irish question in Lethe

;

we can fight a general election on the war, and keep the present

gang of politicians in office.

"And, best of all ! we can achieve all this in the name of Honor,

and the Sanctity of Treaties, and the Cause of the Democracies,

and we can ask the blessing of God upon our arms in the name of

Liberty, and Civilization, and Prosperity, and Progress."



A CHIPPEWA TOMAHAWK.

AN INDIAN HEIRLOOM WITH A HISTORY.

BY VV. THORNTON PARKER.

THE Indian who bestows a gift expects an equivalent of equal

or greater value but nothing else. At the ceremony of the war-

dance there is usually an opportunity to witness very clearly what

is meant by the term "Indian Gift." Indian exchange would be a

better term!

In the gift-dance one of the dancers leads off by placing at the

feet of some warrior among those sitting on the ground in the

oval of the great war-dance, a little stick, and informs him that this

act represents the gift of a pony which he will receive on the mor-

row. Now the value of the pony may equal a large beaded tobacco-

pouch, a handsomely beaded otter-skin or something else of value

to the Indian. In a little while the man at whose feet the single

stick has been laid begins his dance, and places at the feet of him

who has been Jiis donor two little sticks signifying that he will give

for them an otter-skin, tobacco-pouch or something else.

An Indian gift is therefore one which can never be refused.

One day a visitor called at the Bishop Whipple Hospital to see

the Mus-Kee-Kee-Win-Ki-Nee (Indian name for medicine man or

doctor). He was a fine young sub-chief of the Chippewas, tall and

straight as an arrow. He was indeed an interesting sight to behold.

Above the deep vermilion-colored part of his raven-black hair the

warrior's eagle-feather rose. He wore a pair of handsomely beaded

deer-skin Chippewa moccasins, and deer-skin leggings, and about his

body was wrapped a large snow-white blanket which he wore with

chiefly pride. On his left arm rested a very handsome tomahawk
with a heavy brass head and long wooden handle. For a short

distance the handle was wound with otter-skin and was ornamented

with many brass tacks. He walked like a man of powerful frame,
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entered the hospital parlor where he waited standing for the surgeon

whom he greeted with a hearty bo-sho-nitchee (Good-day, Friend).

The interpreter stated that the young chief had called to pay his

respects, and he made a very kindly and dignified speech to which

the surgeon replied. Then when cigars were ofifered he accepted one,

cut off the end, lighted it, placed it in the pipe end of his tomahawk

and smoked it. At last the chieftain rose to deliver his parting words,

MEE-SHEE-KEE-GEE-SHIG
War Chief of the Chippewa Indians.

and spoke kindly of the coming of the pale-face doctor and of his

good wife to whom the Indians had already given the name Gee-

Shay-Wah-Dcc-Zid (the Indian's true friend), and of their little

son whom they had already loved to call Mus-Kee-Kee-Win-Nin-

Nins (the little medicine man). Then he stretched forth his toma-

hawk and offered it to the surgeon as a gift and token of friendship.

The Indian related that the oldest Indians on the reservation had
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always known of this tomahawk as an ancient tribal heirloom highly

prized by all, and yet, treasure that is was, the chieftain said he

P-,

M

<
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main with the tribe if happily for many generations ! Again the

chief offered, the surgeon refused. "Does the medicine man refuse

my gift?" asked the warrior. And the interpreter hesitatingly an-

swered. "He does." With an angry look the Indian gathered his

DR. WILLIAM THORNTON PARKER.

white blanket around him and strode out of the hospital. Seeking

the meanest Indian he could find on the reservation, he gave the

splendid weapon to him as an insult to the surgeon.

In a short time this episode was related to Chief Mee-Shee-Kee-
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Gee-Shig (Dark-lowering-clouds-touching-all-round). He was the

war-chief of the Chippewas and an uncle of the young chieftain

who had offered the tomahawk. He was also a friend of the sur-

geon. He knew at once the motives which actuated the surgeon

for declining the gift, so he quickly hunted up the poor Indian to

whom it had been given and gave him five dollars for the tomahawk.

Hurrying with it to the hospital he explained to the surgeon the

Indian custom concerning gifts. Then he said, "My good friend,

please accept this from me," and so the incident was closed. The

DR. PARKER WITH CHIPPEWA INDIANS OF WHITE EARTH
RESERVATION, MINNESOTA.

surgeon gave the war-chief a silver watch in exchange for the toma-

hawk.

For thirty-five years this tomahawk has been highly prized

by the present owner, and it is still in perfect condition. The

brass head is about eight inches high by three and a half inches at

the widest portion of the blade. The handle is about two feet long.

The heavy brass head of the tomahawk is for use in war, and for

peaceful purposes to be used for a pipe. The handle has been

bored for this purpose, and its extreme end has been fashioned as
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a month-piece. Upon the hrass blade an Indian shield, feather-

decorated, and cross spears have been engraved, and below this an

Indian beaver, and above all "P. E.B. Co.," some long since for-

gotten company of English fnr traders who brought these brass

tomahawks over the sea to trade with the Indians for their valuable

furs. On the other side is an engraving of an Indian warrior. The

pipe-bowl is also ornamented. The weapon was indeed worthy of

DR. PARKER IN BUCKSKIN HUNTING-SUIT MADE BY CHIPPEWA
INDIANS.

an Indian chief of high degree. A glance would suggest a toma-

hawk and pipe ; but the hatchet end, although deadly, could not in-

flict such a terrible wound as the pipe end which could smash a

large round hole in the skull like a fifty-calibre bullet.

All this is but an item in the history of this remarkable weapon

!

What tales of bloody warfare it might relate if it could but speak

!
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What exciting battles it must have witnessed, and in its strange

and fierce history how many owners must have enjoyed the proud

honor of possessing it! At what famous war-dances and Indian

ceremonies must it have held a conspicuous place! And now it

occupies a little space in the library of an old Indian war veteran,

and near by, to keep it company, hangs the owner's frontier sabre

and "six-shooter," emblematic of the Pale-face victory over brave

but conquered warriors.



WAR TOPICS.—IN REPLY TO MY CRITICS.

BY THE EDITOR.

INTRODUCTION.

THREE friendly critics of mine who regret that I support the

German cause in this war have more or less sharply attacked

my views. They are Mr. Charles T. Gorham of the Rationalist

Press Association, London, England; Mr. Paul Hyacinthe Loyson

of Paris, a French poet and journalist, the author of a drama writ-

ten a few years before the war in the interest of peace propaganda,

son of the famous Father Hyacinthe Loyson and of Madame Loy-

son (a native American) ; and thirdly, Mr. C. Marsh Beadnell,

Fleet Surgeon in the British Royal Navy.^ I have duly published

what these gentlemen had to say, but I feel quite at a loss as to

how to reply, for they have not convinced me and their arguments

are in my opinion obvious errors. So I feel the utter uselessness

of a prolonged controversy and would prefer, if possible, to discon-

tinue the discussion. I am sure that, even though I advance per-

fectly sound arguments, I should not be able to convince them of their

errors. Their convictions rest mainly upon the sympathy which

they cherish for their countries, France or Great Britain, and they

will accept as truth only that which appeals to them. I do not

doubt their honesty, but the British government has succeeded in

hypnotizing them into a belief in the British side of the case, which

is a bold misrepresentation of the truth.

Is it possible that we have here to deal with questions which

are beyond the scope of truth and error, questions of the will ? The

questions, what peoples or diplomats wanted the war? who com-

mitted atrocities? who fought gallantly? who lost the field? who

came out victorious? are questions of fact, and history will speak

the final verdict; but the questions, who is a barbarian? who are

^The communication of Mr. Gorham appeared in the September Open

Court, and those of Messrs. Loyson and Beadnell in the October number.
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Huns? who ought to win? are matters of private opinion, judgments

of a purely subjective value. They are important in that our views

on such topics are the very fountain-springs of action, but for a

final decision as to right or wrong, they are absolutely worthless.

The final decision rests on objective factors,—historical justice,

ability, prudence, foresight.

The English press has made ample use of subjective arguments

to slander the German cause and to further the interests of the

Allies. Slander is a weapon ; it is not a noble weapon, but it is

sometimes very efficient, although it is apt to work as a boomerang.

I do not deny that any weapon may be allowed in warfare, and

Sir Edward Grey is apparently confident that he can handle the

boomerang. He has been successful with it in England. The Eng-

lish people believe his assertions. They are easily induced to place

faith in him. They think that, with the help of France, Russia and

Italy, victory and the aggrandizement of the British Empire will be

achieved. Poisonous words, like asphyxiating bombs, are powerful

for a time. But, also, like asphyxiating bombs, the poison of mis-

representation slowly evaporates, and the ultimate effect is nil,

At all times, and especially in time of war, there are differences

of opinion which have nothing to do with truth and error, and these

cannot be discussed. One person may sympathize with the Ger-

mans and another with the English. One may think that it would

be best for mankind if the British Empire girdled the world, while

another believes that Germany should have the same right to build

a navy as England. And some of the belligerents desire a new

division of the world in which their own countries will be more

favorably placed. Such problems are not questions of fact, they are

questions of will ; and such questions are not decided by logic but

by the sword.

There are many such questions. One of them, two and one-half

millenniums ago, was whether the Persian Empire should spread

over the whole civilized world of antiquity or whether Greece should

be independent and take a new start. This was no question of right

or wrong, but of the will. Persian civilization was highly developed,

and Greece was an insignificant puny little nation with a mere

promise of a great future.

Another question of will is the Monroe doctrine. The United

States of America has no right to South America, and there is no

logic in the principle that she should interfere with the course of

events in Mexico, Venezuela or any. other country on the continent

south of us.
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There are many such cases of aspiration in history. Egyptian

civiHzation developed in parallel lines in the level land of the

papyrus plant and in the hills of the South where the bee was

roaming. The two would finally be united into Mizrayim, the two

Egypts. But the question which of the two would take the leader-

ship was not a question of truth or error, nor even of right or

wrong, but of aspiration.

So this war contains questions of fact as well as questions of

right or wrong; but also questions of aspiration, questions of the

will. In judging of the war, we must bear in mind the character

of all the questions involved.

First, there was a fact—a terribly brutal fact— the assassina-

tion of the heir apparent to the Austrian throne at the hands of a

Serbian conspirator. Austria demanded an investigation, at which

England, Russia and France became indignant. They objected to

Austria so indignantly that she naturally became suspicious. Re-

member that the British government had refused to send a minister

to these same Serbians on account of their unscrupulous and crim-

inal habits. Russia mobilized, and England encouraged Russia and

France while it assumed a threatening attitude toward Germany.

Germany stood by Austria ; the Kaiser's correspondence with the

Czar and King George followed, but instead of preserving peace it

heightened the tension and with ominous haste the declarations of

war followed.

That a great war must come has been claimed repeatedly in

England, in France and in Russia, yes even in Germany. But the

predictions in Germany, e. g., by Treitschke and Bernhardi, were

not exhortations to a combat, they were simply admonitions to be

prepared for defense against attack. If Germany continued to

grow as she had been growing since 1870 England would become

her enemy, and an alliance of England with France and Russia

was not only to be feared but had actually taken place in the formation

of the Triple Entente. Germany herself could not gain by attacking

these three countries, but England followed the policy of preventing

Germany's growth, and if Germany wished to take her proper place

in the world she would find her right to existence challenged by

Great Britain as well as by all her other enemies. In this sense

Treitschke prophesied war and Bernhardi preached the duty of

being prepared for it.

Now if my critics accept the view that Germany has grown

beyond her due limits, and that she ought to be humiliated, there is

a question of opinion between us, but not one of fact. Indeed I
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have come to the conclusion that my critics are primarily sympa-

thizers with the Allies ; they therefore hope the Allies are right,

and hence believe them to be right.

British people are partial against the Germans when they regard

the natural growth of that people as aggressiveness ; and my critics

are not fair by adopting this same partisan standpoint. Such is my
conviction, but I also realize that my critics think similarly of me.

I grant that they have the same right to suspect me of being partial

as I have to suspect them. Their partiality is unconscious. May
not mine be unconscious too? Certainly it may, though I am fully

convinced in my own mind that I have not allowed my sympathy

with Germany to influence my judgment.

RIGHT ABOVE LOVE OF NATIVE COUNTRY.

On a former occasion, when a conflict threatened between

Germany and the United States at the time of the clash in Manila

Bay between the German Admiral Dietrich and the American Ad-

miral Dewey, and there was danger of hostilities between the two

countries, I, in common with the great majority of German-

Americans, came to the conclusion that Dietrich was wrong and

Dewey right. I did not side with the German cause but took the

side of America, and I did so simply and solely because I believed

that justice was on the American side. K I am now so easily in-

fluenced to stand by the country of my birth, why did I not then

sympathize with the German cause?

Almost all German-Americans stood by America at that time,

as they stand by Germany now ; and if they thought that Germany

was wrong they would not, nor would I, in the least hesitate to say

so. There are a few German-Americans that are pro-British, but

they are rare exceptions ; among them are millionaires like Schwab

who profit by the manufacture of munitions and have private rea-

sons for their anti-German tendencies, easily calculable in dollars

and cents.

In the present case I am sure that my sympathy with Germany

against the Allies springs not from my being a native German, but

is the result of a careful investigation of the causes of the war.

I have come to the conclusion that the Triple Entente, and above

all Great Britain, has forced this war upon Germany, and that

Germany tried by all possible means to avoid war, or at least, if

that were impossible, to localize it and confine it to Serbia and

Austria. My critics take the opposite view. They believe that
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Germany forced this war upon the Entente and is ultimately to be

blamed for it.

WHY THE WAR WAS UNAVOIDABLE.

In digging deeper into the causes of the war, and considering

the British propaganda for war, which found most emphatic ex-

pression in the two anonymous articles published in the London

Saturday Review (republished in The Open Court for October and

December, 1914), I have come to the conclusion that the English

government was in a certain sense justified in entering into this

conflict. It is, as I shall show below, a matter of self-preservation.

It would be, as I have explained above, an issue of ambition, a

question of will. England means to be the ruler of the waves, just

as the United States proposes to be the protectrix of South America

and would not tolerate the establishment there of European col-

onies. If Germany grew too quickly, so as to become a danger to

England's industrial and commercial monopoly. England was justi-

fied in looking out for self-protection. She did so and established the

rule of keeping a navy as strong as, or stronger than, the two second

strongest navies together. But even that did not seem sufficient.

Germany increased her navy, and her trade began to surpass that

of Great Britain.

Germany has, in these last forty years, made such unprece-

dented progress that England became alarmed. And rightly so!

For her very existence, commercially, was threatened.

The Franco-Prussian War in 1870-1871 gave Germany the

start, but her real victory was one of industry and commerce. She

has competed with England in the world market, and statistical

figures show that England was being hopelessly overtaken; it was

not a defeat in war but in peace! With a continuance of this

process Germany was sure to crowd the commerce of Great Britain

even out of her own dominions, and the world market would grad-

ually pass into the hands of the Teutons. This change was coming

about with infallible certainty and could be seen to be a thing of

the near future.

England has enjoyed undisturbed possession of the world mar-

ket for fully two centuries, and she regards the dominion of the

seas as her divine right, her property by God's grace; so she

naturally resents the appearance of a rival as an intrusion, and

characterizes Germany's attitude as aggressive and threatening.

But the increase of German trade is not all! Along with the

expansion of her industry and commerce Germany began to build
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warships, and her navy has grown until it is now one-third as large

as that of Britain.

What was to be done? There was but one remedy—to check

German prosperity before it was too late. And if this could be

done by war only, why, war was the only thing. I believe that war

was not the right way of disposing of a rival, but the leaders of

English statecraft saw no other way. I believe the proper way
would have been to introduce German methods into English schools

and make the English people as efficient as the Germans. But let

us assume that the English people had been as well educated as

their German rivals, and the German progress had been due to other

reasons ; that there was no other remedy than a ruin of Germany's

prosperity by war, I would deem a war justified.

English diplomats ought to have considered their chances of

victory, and they did so. Sir Edward Grey twice explained his view

before parliament, and he assured the house in unequivocal terms

that the Germans could not escape defeat. Russia had an army twice

as large as Germany, while that of France was not only equal in

numbers to the German army but had greatly developed of late in

efficiency, as was seen in the late Balkan war where the Balkan

powers were officered and armed by the French, and the Turks by

the Germans. The idea was quite common, even in military circles

in this country, that Germany had been eclipsed by France.

There was apparently no chance for Germany to escape defeat.

Sir Edward Grey said it would be but a few days and the German

navy, would be at the bottom of the sea or dragged into British

ports. Then the German cities on the North and Baltic seas would

be placed under the cannon of the British navy until the war in-

demnity were paid and peace restored. These argmnents seemed

very plausible, and the English people believed them.

England means to be the ruler of the sea ; that is her Monroe

doctrine. Has she not a right to look out for her future ? Germany

too has a right to cultivate science and industry, to develop a

flourishing trade and build a navy. If two ambitions collide, there

is a conflict, and this conflict must be decided by the sword. And
this is actually the situation.

If England had taken this position I should not find fault with

her. I should have regretted the war, I should have preferred

another way of coming to terms with Germany, but I should have

preserved my respect for England.

Sir Edward Grey and his colleagues in diplomacy have taken

another course. They have misrepresented the Germans and have
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painted them as real barbarians, as Huns and treacherous ruffians.

It is a deep wrong England has committed, and the English people

will regret it as soon as its gravity is understood. But there is one

satisfaction which I derive from it, and it is this: The English

people—I mean the people, not the government—would not have

gone into this war if the Germans had not been so infamously mis-

represented. The mass of the English people actually believe that

the Germans are criminals, villains, traitors, scoundrels, bnital

murderers, militarists—by which term is meant men who find fun

in war and sport in robbery, I wish to proclaim this fact in Ger-

many and Austria, that Sir Edward Grey deemed it necessary to

make this impression on the world, and that if he had not succeeded

in impressing the English people with these prejudices his policy

would not have been endorsed in parliament and the people of

England would not have consented to the war.

If I am right in my conclusions, the next question to be dis-

cussed would not be who is guilty of the war but who is going to

be the victor. This, in my opinion, is the real question. My critics

believe that Germany will be beaten, while my belief is that it is

England that will be the loser, in fact that she is inevitably doomed

to defeat. From this standpoint I deem it to be wiser for England

to come to an agreement with Germany before it would be too late.

It has been England's time-honored policy to preserve the bal-

ance of power on the continent, supporting the weaker nations

against the stronger. In former centuries France was the strongest

power, so England supported Germany against Napoleon I and

profited by the downfall of the tyrant. She strengthened her

dominion of the seas by the overthrow of the founder of the new

world-dynasty. In the meantime Germany has grown and France

has declined. Therefore it was now in order to support France

and even Russia, the old enemies of England, against Germany,

—

not to ruin Germany entirely, but to tame her sufficiently to enable

England to continue to hold the balance of power.

A defeat of Germany by the superior forces of Russia and

France seemed inevitable. Sir Edward did not doubt the final

result. But England is kind-hearted. She did not want to destroy

Germany entirely. When the blows of the Russians and French

became too hard she would step in and befriend her humiliated

Teutonic cousins and use them later on once more against the

French or Russians.

Is that possible? Yes, that is quite probable, for Sir Edward
has suggested the idea himself. He has indicated in plain words
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that if Great Britain joined Russia and France she could be of

greater service to Germany than if she remained neutral; and what

service could she offer under such circumstances than changing

sides in the moment when Germany were crushed? Moreover such

policy is exactly the traditional British plan. It is formulated in

the rule "to keep the balance of power."

England would never have found fault with Germany if she

had remained as poor and as humble as in the times of Kant and

Goethe and Schiller. But she had begun to seriously rival England,

and therefore had to be subdued, for her progress, her remarkable

development in the arts of peace, her increase in political power,

commonly characterized as her aggressiveness, had become a menace

to British supremacy, and there was no way of meeting this most

subtle of all perils, industrial rivalry, except by war. There was

no other way of stemming the advance of Germany than by ruining

her peaceful activity and breaking down the mechanism of her

national existence.

Granting that English diplomacy was justified in entering upon

this war to save her industrial and commercial supremacy, the next

question is, was the right method chosen and did the Allies take the

proper course to accomplish their purpose? We do not think so.

But one thing may be granted: Sir Edward Grey and his fellow

diplomats chose a moment which was as favorable for them as they

could possibly have selected.

Great Britain created the Triple Entente for the purpose of

isolating Germany and checking her diplomatic moves. England's

equivocal attitude toward Germany on the one hand, and her prom-

ises first to France and then to Russia on the other hand, led to

the war.

Here the alleged falsehood of Sir Edward Grey plays only an

incidental part. If England had not encouraged both France and

Russia, and if she had guaranteed to remain neutral on condition

that Germany respected the neutrality of Belgium, the war would

probably not have come to pass. The fact is, however, that it was

Sir Edward Grey's equivocation, whether deliberate misrepresenta-

tion or only an awkward and blundering attitude due to a foggy

mind, rendered the war inevitable. If Sir Edward had really and

honestly desired peace he could have preserved it ; otherwise we
must assume that he was blinded by an unfortunate shortsightedness.

I believe that Sir Edward wanted war, and he wanted it for the

reason set forth in the articles in the London Saturday Reviezv, but

he was too diplomatic not to seek for a cause.
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ENGLAND'S CAUSE.

The wolf devours the lamb, not because he is hungry, but be-

cause the lamb pollutes the stream from which he drinks. There

is an old rule which every disciple of Macchiavelli observes : If for

some reason or other a diplomat deems it necessary to bring about

a war, he looks for a cause and brings it about that the nation to be

attacked furnish some ostensible pretext,—that it be compelled to

commit a wrong and appear in the wrong. This was the next task

for English diplomacy, and Sir Edward accomplished it to perfec-

tion. The lamb polluted the stream when Germany broke the neu-

trality of Belgium.

Germany was sure to break through Belgium after Sir Ed-

ward's equivocal answer, for any other course of action would have

allowed England and France an easy access to the poorly protected

but industrially vital part of Germany where Krupp's works are

situated, and this would have meant defeat.

It is an old custom among statemen that treaties of neutrality

are kept if possible, but they are not kept if they hamper important

movements in a war. England has broken the neutrality of any

country whenever it suited her, and she would not have hesitated

to induce Belgium to join in the Triple Entente when the proper

moment arrived. Even as I write, the Allies are breaking Greek

neutrality against the protest of Greece, for the purpose of invading

Bulgaria and assisting Serbia. If the English break neutrality

England is not to be blamed ; and when the neutrals remain neutral

they are deserving of the severest censure ; but Germany's break of

Belgian neutrality was an unpardonable crime. How the English

landing has been arranged in Athens beforehand with the Greek

prime minister is described in a report dated from Salonica October

7, 1915. The main passage reads thus:

"On the morning of the 3. Oct.. General Ian Hamilton ap-

peared, having come aboard an English warship, which steamed

right into the harbor. General Hamilton without delay proceeded

to land, called upon the military and civil officials, and informed

them that considerable forces would be landed at Salonica to assist

the Serbians. He stated that all opposition by the Greeks would

be met with summary punishment."

Please consider an additional and important point : The Belgian

neutrality arranged in 1839 by England was really and unques-

tionably arranged in the interest of England. England regarded it
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as essential that the territory on the continent opposite to the

English shore should be in the hands of a weak power and should

never be annexed either by France or Germany. The neutrality

treaty practically made of Belgium an English territory, and so

long as England's stand in the war was not unquestionably neutral,

Germany had to regard Belgium as hostile territory. In the event of

an English attack on Germany, England would undoubtedly find

the easiest approach through Belgium.

England, as we have seen, had good reasons for beginning a

war against Germany. And the opportunity was favorable ; the

Triple Entente consisted of the three most powerful nations of

Europe, and, humanly speaking, there was little chance for Ger-

many to come out victorious ; but there are some factors which Sir

Edward has overlooked, the most important of which is German
efficiency and foresight. England has not one Hindenburg, not

one Kluck, not one Mackensen. Kitchener always leaves the most

urgent task undone at the critical moment. And now he comes

to the rescue of Serbia after the Serbians have been driven out of

their country. He ought to have gone to the Balkans two months

sooner. It would have been wiser, at this juncture, to abandon

Serbia and invade Cilicia or Asia Minor or Palestine. A German
corporal could lead the English army better than Kitchener.

Among the various friendly criticisms which have reached me,

that of Dr. Beadnell, Fleet Surgeon in the British Royal Navy,

was especially welcome, and I have done my best to spread the

number of The Open Court containing it, in this country and in

Canada, and will see to it that it circulates in Germany and Austria-

Hungary as well. If I have not succeeded it is due mainly to the

request of the British government in India, forwarded to the postal

authorities of the United States that The Open Court is forbidden in

British dependencies—a sign that the cause of Great Britain is re-

garded as weak.

I have done my best to let the people of Germany and Austria-

Hungary become acquainted with British views as expressed by Dr.

Beadnell. He will not convert the Germans, but I hope thereby to

stimulate among the Germans a desire to be better understood by

iheir enemies. I have seen repeated efforts on the continent of

Europe to counteract the effect of the Song of Hate, and, in passing,

I will mention the Freemasons, who emphasize that it is time to

keep an eye open for conciliation, a thing which will be greatly
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needed after this war. Similar voices have been raised in the period-

icals of women's societies, under the guidance of Frau Hainisch of

Vienna.

The Germans are bitter against England because they are fully

convinced that Sir Edward Grey and his fellow ministers, together

with men like Lord Curzon and Mr. Kipling, are responsible for the

war. The Germans know the Kaiser's love of peace, and they

know that they themselves did not want this war. It was forced

on them by the Triple Entente. Hence the bitterness with which

they accuse Great Britain. The Song of Hate was the natural

reaction against the deeds of England as they inevitably appeared

to the German people, and not only is it not half as venomous as

Kipling's words nor as Lord Bryce's falsities, but it is also more

artistic in form. At the same time I must state here that thinking

minds in Germany are endeavoring to counteract this growing

hatred. I feel sure that the German people will be ready to forget

the offenses of their island cousins, though not before they have

effectually beaten them back and taught them a lesson in modesty.

Possibly if the Germans see how prejudiced, how uninformed

and censor-blinded the English people are as to the real state of

things, their resentment will be more quickly overcome and a mutual

understanding will be made easier. May be that Dr. Beadnell will

be an eye-opener to the Germans. In his letter to Mr. Jourdain

he says

:

"Had the British done one-tenth of the deeds perpetrated by

the Germans I would tear my commission into a thousand fragments

and disown my country, and so, too, would every other Britisher,

from the humblest Tommy to the Field Marshal, from the most

recently joined cook's mate to the Admiral of the Fleet."

These are noble thoughts, but if Dr. Beadnell were in posses-

sion of all the information that has come to me he would be unable

to remain longer in the British navy. I wish the marines of His

Majesty's good ship Baralong were ensouled with such sentiments

as Dr. Beadnell expresses.

Every word that comes from the pen of Dr. Beadnell bears the

stamp of sincerity, and I feel that he actually believes that, at least

in this war, English policy has been honest and that everything

German—German policy, German modes of warfare, the behavior

of German soldiers—has been vile and barbarous. Of course he

would not believe these accusations if he knew the Germans as I

know them. The alleged atrocities are so impossible that there are

not a few in America as well as in Germany who charge all English
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people with hopeless gullibility for accepting these patched-up stories

of German barbarities, and other misrepresentations, with unhesi-

tating credulity.

Dr. Beadnell actually believes in the English cause and seems

to resent any allusion to English atrocities, be they committed in

Africa or in India, even though depicted by the brush of great

artists such as Verestchagin. I suppose he has not read the com-

plaints about the conduct of English people in India, in China and in

Africa, or, if so, that he has refused to believe them ; otherwise he

might never have entered the Royal Navy. In the Chinese Reposi-

tory 1 read reports of the misbehavior of the British during the

Opium War, and Mr. Norman Angell has published accounts of

British atrocities in Africa which can scarcely be pure inventions.

VERESTCHAGIN.

My critics censure me for reproducing Verestchagin's picture,

"Blown from the Cannon's Mouth," and some of them call it "a

painted lie." The picture symbolizes the methods by which Eng-

land holds India in subjection, and I have presented the picture

because it is quite pertinent now. As a piece of art it is extra-

ordinary and grand, but I made no comment on it in my article.

I simply took the liberty of changing its title to "India Pacata."

I did not condemn the barbarous method of "pacification"

represented in Verestchagin's picture, for I am not sure whether,

under the circumstances, this method of punishment might not be

excusable. We know the terrible insurrection that took place in

India, and the wholesale massacre of English men, women and

children. I am not sufficiently posted with all the circumstances

to take issue either for or against the rebels, but I will here give

the English the benefit of the doubt, and will grant that, in order to

prevent the recurrence of such dreadful events as transpired, the

government may have had to show a merciless severity to warn the

unruly elements and frighten them into submission. This is the

spirit of the words which Dr. Beadnell quotes from the Kaiser,

—

words which are unknown to me and which, if they were really

spoken or written by the Kaiser, I would have preferred to see

quoted in the original German.

-

Civilized war presupposes that war should be carried on by

soldiers, by men specially destined to fight, and recognizable as

- "The only means of preventing surprise attacks from the civil population

has been to interfere with unrelenting severity and to create examples which
by their frightfulness would be a warning to the whole country."
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fighters,—not by civilians. If civilians wish to take part in the

war they should wear uniforms or some unequivocal mark to distin-

guish them sharply from pacific civilians. Francs-tireurs wearing

a badge on their arms, visible at a distance, may shoot into troops

entering a village, and if afterwards they have to surrender they

are treated as ordinary prisoners of war ; but if they are civilians

pure and simple, wearing no mark of distinction, they are, when

caught, condemned by a court-marshal and treated as common mur-

derers, and the house in which they have hidden and from which

they shot is burned to the ground. Such proceedings may be called

atrocities, just as all fighting, all cannonading and all warfare is

atrocious, but they are indispensable, for stern retaliation is the

only effective method of teaching civilians to keep out of war.

The English warship Baralong approached a German submarine

under the disguise of the American flag and sank it by an unex-

pected shot into the periscope. The German crew was thus at the

mercy of the British marines, and I will here not repeat the bar-

barous treatment which the Germans received. The reports of the

scene as witnessed by the American muleteers of the Nicosian

are so shocking that it seems impossible ; and yet how can these

sworn affidavits in the several x^merican papers be doubted? This

was not a battle but murder of helpless men, some of them wounded.

It was not a victory, but a prize-shooting at living targets and a

criminal joy at assassination ! The wounded and disabled enemy

is not to be butchered, with jeers and shouts of joy, and where

such deeds are practised the curse of a higher power will bring

down a well-deserved doom. The Bryce reports are invented, but

here, in the Baralong case, we have statements made under oath by

neutral sailors who were certainly not biased against Great Britain.

English methods of warfare are not humane, not noble or heroic
;

they are ruthless and without consideration.

As I have said. I will not pass judgment on the English meth-

ods portrayed by Verestchagin, but that severities of this or similar

nature have been practised in India, and likewise in Egypt and

South xA-frica, is not unknown to the English people ; it is a general

rule that if English soldiers are severe their acts are regarded in

England as merely necessary acts of justice, and the executors

enjoy their bloody deeds as a joke. If German soldiers execute

francs-tireurs they are accused in English reports of committing

"atrocities," and the martyrs, somehow, are mostly said to be of the

gentler sex, young girls and infants. I only wonder how it is that

I have not yet seen the allegation that the tenderest babies are
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roasted for the Kaiser, for there can be no doubt that the Germans

are cannibals, and roast baby must be William's favorite dish.

In regard to the particular incidents portrayed in the Verest-

chagin picture, I have good reason to believe in their historicity,

for I discussed the subject with the artist himself when I had the

pleasure of meeting him personally in the Chicago Art Institute.

He told me that everything he had painted was taken directly from

observation and was a faithful portrayal of facts. When I twitted

him gently on minor slips of observation, evident in certain of his

pictures, as, for example, in his painting of an eagle attacking

pigeous flying above him, and also of the United States flag with

two stripes too many, he insisted that he had copied these things

exactly as he had seen them, and asserted the same especially of

the scene, "Blown from the Cannon's Mouth." Every detail, in-

cluding the noble faces of the Hindu martyrs, was, according to Mr.

Verestchagin's positive assertion, most accurately reproduced. But

in view of the probable errors in his work, to which we have re-

ferred, could it not be that his observation was faulty in the case

of the Hindu picture to which we have referred? I wonder what

the mistake is in this case. Probably the uniforms. The soldiers

ought to have been Prussians, and the Hindus Belgian priests or

Louvain professors.

We are all human and apt to err in our observation, but it is

our duty to fight for the truth as we see it. Dr. Beadnell believes

in England and he must fight for England. Being a member of the

Royal Navy he is even more closely bound to stand by England's

cause. He must fight for England right or wrong. He would first

have to resign his commission and wait for his discharge before

obedience in the Royal Navy would cease to be his duty even if in

his conscience he might disown his country. I consider it well for

him that he trusts implicitly in the leaders of English policy ; it

would be a misfortune for him indeed if he no longer believed in the

innocence of Sir Edward Grey.

I see a sinister motive in Sir Edward Grey's declarations. I

cannot help it. Otherwise I must regard him as guilty of a most

lamentable lack of judgment. Nor is my belief based upon Profes-

sor Conybeare's verdict. I had arrived at my opinion and publicly

pronounced my conviction before I saw Professor Conybeare's

views expressed anywhere and before his letter to The Open Court

had reached me.

I will say here that I am not "the friend resident in America"

whom Professor Conybeare addressed first and who had his letter
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overhastily published. Professor Conybeare addressed me later on

;

the communication which I published and which had been written

for publication is sHghtly different from the one that appeared in

The Fatherland.

I will add that the "retraction" of Professor Conybeare which

I received, reached me later than the earlier retraction of his earlier

letter to the "friend resident in America," and I published it promptly

upon receiving it. This so-called "retraction," however, the retrac-

tion sent to me, is not a retraction of his views published in The

Open Court, nor of any statement of facts ; it is merely a com-

munication in which he expresses his regret at having been some-

what severe in his language. He grants that he ought to have been

more careful in his words. Following are the main passages in his

"retraction"

:

"I regret that I used so strong a phrase as the 'lies and hypoc-

risies of our public men and press.' I should have used the word

rhodomontade.". . . .

"I am not sure also that I was not too severe upon Sir Edward
Grey. It used to be said of him that he was a lath painted like

steel, and I fear he is a weak man and given to vacillation."

THE CHARGE OF LOOTING.

I wish I could discuss in detail all the arguments of my critics,

explain their errors and point out the illusions which they state as

established facts ; but I should not have space enough and must

limit myself to their most prominent arguments.

Some of the things which M. Loyson claims are absolutely

unknown to me and I regard them as extremely improbable. I know
German discipline. How is it possible that furniture from Belgium

or France should have been stolen and removed by force to Ger-

many or to neutral countries? I cannot disprove the statement, but

it takes more to make me believe it than reference to a Danish paper.

A short time ago I found a notice in a Chicago paper, which

made the same claim and proved it by the reproduction of an adver-

tisement of a furniture-moving company in the Cologne Gazette,

to the effect that furniture could be shipped at reasonable rates from

Belgium to all parts of Germany and Austria. This advertisement

had been reproduced in a Paris paper as an unequivocal proof that

the Germans were systematically looting Belgium, and the Chicago

paper, believing the funny argument, reproduced it, together with

a facsimile of the Cologne Gazette advertisement.

I learn that there are now stationed in Belgium many German
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civil and military officials, who, in many cases, have taken their

families with them. In fact so many appointments had to be made
and so great was the demand for transportation of household furni-

ture that a furniture-moving company deemed it advisable to catch

the trade. Further, since the persecution of German tradesmen and

civilians, which took place in Belgium immediately before the dec-

laration of war, German settlers in Belgium have lost all desire to

remain in their new home, and hundreds of them are moving back

with their families to Germany.

The advertisement in the Cologne Gasette is but a sign of the

many unusual changes that have been occurring in consequence of

the war. How it is possible that, with German discipline, the looting

of homes and the appropriation of heavy furniture can be accom-

plished, I cannot understand, but the Allies and their supporters

are ready to believe everything, and the more atrocious the deed

the more readily it finds acceptance. Are we to infer from this

that the Allies themselves would do what they accuse the Germans

of having done?

MY MILITARY EXPERIENCE.

I have never been a soldier by profession. I simply served my
year, as prescribed by German law, and became an officer in the

reserves. I entered the army not without reluctance and prejudice,

but I changed my views. The German army, with its universal

military service, is an institution which has been forced upon Ger-

many by foreign aggression. It was established solely to protect the

country, not for conquest. It cannot serve the ends of aggression,

for the German army is simply and solely the German people in

arms. It does not consist of mercenaries, nor foreigners, nor sav-

ages. The people do not fight either for mere glory or for conquest

;

they fight only when necessary, for the protection of their families

and their homes

—

pro aris et focis. The French, the Russians, the

Dutch, the Belgians, the Danes, the Swiss and others have the same

institution, but the methods and regulations of the German organi-

zation are better and less unfair than in that of France, let alone

Russia. In France the oppressive features of militarism are harder

and more unpleasant. In Germany the army is a school where

young men learn discipline and become accustomed to attend to

duty.

France is a republic, but she does not for that reason possess

more liberty than Germany. The Kaiser is not a Czar ; on the

contrary he is a champion of freedom. Our president has, during
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the four years for which we elect him, more power than any em-

peror, king or grand mogul.

THE LEIPSIC MONUMENT.
The pyramidal monument of the battle of Leipsic at Leipsic

is not to my taste, but it is at least impressive and imposing ; nor is

it, as Mr. Loyson claims, "menacing." Its massive weight does not

indicate "Teuton pride, yesterday's victory and to-morrow's tri-

umph." Not at all ! Look at the monument carefully and you will

understand its meaning.

The monument was erected as a memorial to the dead who had

given up their lives on those three historic battle-days. The un-

veiling was a memorial, and wreaths were placed on the graves of

the French as well as of the Germans on the day of the centennial

anniversary. This friendly spirit was at the time favorably com-

mented upon in the French press. The stiff, forbidding figures inside

are not intended to represent victors but mourners. The figures stand

in a prayerful attitude of respect for the dispensation of God, and

express submission to his will. The powerful warriors with bowed
heads are meant to be a death-guard who keep watch over the

fallen heroes, whether German or French.

The Germans are often misimderstood, and in the Leipsic

monument we have but another example of this. As a triumphal

monument it is certainly too gloomy, too ponderous, too serious and

too lacrymose ; but it is not meant to celebrate triumph ; it is a

cenotaph ; it is the sanctuary of the souls of dead warriors, a shrine

for the spirits of those who here gave up their lives that the Father-

land might be free.

If the French people understood the Germans better, they

would not have deemed it necessary to undertake this war, and the

Germans would not have felt the need of securing their frontiers

against restless neighbors who, if beaten in this war, will but take

the next opportunity to join any combination of enemies that would

attack Germany. Do not the French, by their very implacability,

force the Germans to demand hard conditions of peace? Have not

the Germans now reasons to regret not having taken Belfort in addi-

tion to Strasburg and Metz? and would it not be positively foolish

not to anticipate the repetition of a sudden renewal of hostilities

as soon as Germany had difficulties in other quarters?

NEW WEAPONS.
New weapons have been introduced in this war, and the Allies

make much of the fact that the Germans, in their balloon attacks,
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occasionally kill women and children ; but they do not read the

reports of French and English raids in Germany where their own
bombs have been very efficient in hitting harmless civilians, for

example, schoolchildren in Freiburg, Baden.

The German attacks on English watering places are regrettable,

as in fact the whole war is a sorry event ; but the English bombard-

ment of Ostend and the slaughter of Belgian civilians by English

cannon is ten times more abominable than any Zeppelin attack on

English towns. Have not the Belgians sacrificed themselves for

England? And now that Ostend is taken by the Germans, English

ships bombard the private houses and hotels of the town—not its

fortifications but the homes of the people.

Asphyxiating gases were first used by the Allies, and a French

chemist is credited with their invention. I remember their first

announcement, with bombastic glorification, of the new weapon

which was predicted quickly to dispose of the entire German army,

but since the German chemists have improved its effectiveness the

use of the gas has become "barbarous."

The same may be said of the submarines, an American inven-

tion which the American President now condemns as "inhuman."

The sinking of the Lusitania was a terrible affair, but is it right to

blame Germany for it? Must not the guilt be placed at the doors

of those who loaded the great Atlantic liner with enormous masses

of counterband cargo and explosives, and thereby exposed the lives

of the passengers to the danger of attack? The passengers had been

warned by Germany before they left New York, but the warnings

were ridiculed and the passengers relied on the English assurance

that there was no danger whatever, and that the German warning

was merely an impudent blufif. It was against the laws of the

country for a passenger-boat to carry explosives, but the United

States government in submission to Great Britain allowed this

dangerous freight to go, and thus became guilty of the terrible loss

of life that resulted. The passengers were as recklessly exposed to

danger as if they had been sent into the battle-lines of the belligerent

armies. More lives could have been saved, too, if the life-saving

arrangements had been better, but we must remember that the

handling of such life-saving appliances as there were was not

beyond criticism. And I have heard many a rumor that English

sailors are no longer what they were in times past.

It is claimed however that the Germans should not have at-

tacked a passenger steamer. Indeed they should not. Germany,

Austria and the United States have repeatedly proposed in inter-
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national conferences that all private property in time of war be

considered just as sacred and secure from attack on the high seas

as it is on land, but this proposal has always been rejected, and by

whom? By England. It was against England's interests to allow

the high seas to be free. So who is to blame for the mishaps caused

by German submarines but England herself? It is to be hoped that

England will soon change her views, and that in the future she

will herself vote for the protection of private property on the high

seas. The Germans cannot be blamed for returning tit for tat.

England tries to starve Germany ; the Germans try to destroy all

English trade.

Do you expect the Germans to submit with saintly endurance

to the tactics of their enemies, without even making an attempt to

retaliate? Is it not the duty of every government to protect its

soldiers in the field against the unfair and unneutral importation

of war materials? I suppose you are aware that the most insidious

part of the cargo of the Lusitania, the part most dangerous to the

passengers, was the chemicals destined for the production of as-

phyxiating gases in the French trenches.

THE BARBAROUS TURKS.

I am rather surprised that M. Loyson accuses the Turks so

bitterly for the reports of Armenian persecutions. If these reports

are true at all, we must remember that the atrocities have always

been carried on not by Turks but by Kurds, and I have come to

the conclusion that we have good reason to cherish a high regard

for the Turks. I have heard repeatedly that the Turks are worthy

of unstinted praise and that they are the best and noblest inhabitants

of the Orient.

I remember, as a child, having met a German nobleman. Baron

von Keffenbrinck, who had traveled in the Orient and founded a

hospital in Jerusalem. He was a true aristocrat, as one rarely sees,

and a pious Christian. When he landed in Egypt a carrier took

charge of his baggage and was soon lost sight of in the crowded

street. The baron was in despair, for his suitcase contained im-

portant papers and valuables. He went to the German consul and

inquired about the chances of recovery of his property. The con-

sul's first question was: "What kind of a man was your carrier?

How was he dressed ? Was he a Kopt, or an Armenian, or a Greek,

or a Turk?" And added the baron, "As soon as the consul

had satisfied himself that the carrier must have been a Turk, he

assured me that I would not lose my baggage. He declared most
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positively that the Turks are punctiHously honest, and that a Turk

would most certainly do everything in his power to find the owner

of the baggage ; but he added that if the man had been a Christian,

either a Greek or a Kopt or an Armenian, I could be sure that I

would never see my baggage again." The baron went on to say:

"The consul was right ! When I reached my hotel there was the

Turk. He had searched all the hotels where foreigners were wont

to stay, until he found mine, where the host explained to him that

a guest had arrived who had lost his baggage. And there stood

the believer in the false prophet in anxiety and perspiration, while

I, a Christian, felt ashamed that the reputation of the Turks was

better than that of the native Christians." And the baron con-

fessed that again and again in his oriental travels since that time

he had found this reputation of the Turks to be justified; and he

wished that his oriental Christian brothers had deserved the same

praise.

Similar good opinions about the Turks are frequently to be

found in the accounts of travelers. Madame Hyacinthe Loyson,

in her book To Jerusalem through the Lands of Islam, says: "It

is meet to say that we have never, in any country, met with greater

courtesy and more thoughtfulness than from the Turks, nor greater

charity than from the Moslems." And in describing the Grotto

in Bethlehem, with its armed Mussulman guard to prevent feuds

between Christians of difl:erent sects visiting the shrine, she writes

:

"I do most heartily thank the Turk for keeping us from killing each

other, as best he can .... and withal so courteously—I may say so

affectionately. In their conduct they are very often Christians ; in

our conduct we are often savages."

CHICAGO POLITICS.

It would lead me too far to explain details of American, and

above all of Chicago, politics ; but I can assure every European

that the local politics of Chicago have nothing whatsoever to do

with the present war. In spite of M. Loyson's comments to the

contrary, Mr. Schweitzer, the defeated candidate for the mayoralty,

was no more a pro-German than Mr. Thompson, the elected mayor,

was anti-German. I took no part in the election, but I am informed

that the German element in Chicago was, for the most part, in favor

of Mr. Thompson, just as much as they are now against him. I

am told that the former represented the Catholic element and the

latter the Protestant, and yet the Catholics are said to have voted

for Thompson. And when we add that Mr. Schweitzer is not of
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German descent bnt has for some unknown reasons adopted a Ger-

man name the war issue becomes still further removed from the

contest.

Chicago is not the "headquarters of the Kaiser," but it stands

to reason that the majority of its citizens are pro-German. In fact

the great mass of the population in the central and western states

is intensely so. It happened recently that in Davenport, Iowa, a

pageant of nations was planned for the school-children, but the chil-

dren would have appeared either as Germans, or Austrians, or Tyrol-

ians, or Hungarians,—except for a few who were to represent neu-

tral peoples ; and there were none to dress as French, or English,

or Scotch, or Italians, or Russians. The pageant would thus have

reduced itself to a demonstration in favor of the two central Euro-

pean powers, and so the project had to be abandoned.

The most influential portion of the population of the eastern

states favors Great Britain, but in the center and in the far west this

country is predominantly pro-German, and in these parts the manu-
facture of munitions for the Allies is almost universally condemned
as dishonorable. Even many Americans regard it as a blot on our

national escutcheon. The few millionaires (including a small num-
ber of German-Americans, among them Mr. Schwab) who profit

mostly thereby, are being censured for it in unequivocal and un-

flattering terms. President Wilson also comes in for his share of

censure, for it had been hoped and was believed that he would not

lend his sanction to the infamous traffic.

An editorial writer in the Chicago Examiner points out that

Mr. Wilson's ancestry is all British. His four grandparents were

all British subjects, and, reared under English traditions as he has

been, we cannot be surprised at his being submissive to English

politics ; but it is to be regretted that in this great crisis he happens

to be our president.

A prominent New York business man happened to visit me
recently, and I expected him to be pro-British, but I found out

gradually that all his children were pro-German, and finally he

openly confessed that he himself was too. I showed him the above

passage to the efifect that the influential portion of the United States

in the East favors Great Britain, and he said it was true ; but, added

he, one ought to know the conditions there in order to understand

in what respect and to what extent it is true. An understanding of the

situation showed that it was natural that the facts should be as they

are. "One must bear in mind that the business interests of the

East are largely bound up with Great Britain, and then our eastern
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papers are maintained by British capital. Nevertheless a prominent

eastern man said to me a few days ago : 'Do not be mistaken about

the situation. The men who have much grey matter in their brain

speak very little about the war, but I know what they think and

secretly may say ; that they take their hats off to the Germans ; they

believe that the Germans will win and they believe that a German
victory will be the best for the world.'

"

Our eastern visitor did not like to discuss the war ; but as soon

as he felt sure that his name would not be used he became bolder

and said that in the East as well as in the West all wide-awake

people know how it will end. He said directly and unequivocally:

"England is going to the dogs, but what is the use of discussing

the question. If I ask a man for his opinion it is because I wish

to make an estimate of him. If he is pro-British I know at once

he is a puddin'-head, and put him down as such. If he is pro-

German I recognize that he has common sense." With a twinkle

in his eye he added: "I would be greatly disappointed if I ever

met a clever and straight-thinking fellow who was pro-British.

I have never found one. You will always find that if a person is

pro-British he is sure to be a puddin'-head. That rule is unfailing."

Our eastern visitor credited the West with a good deal of grit

and independence, and this, he said, is why they are more out-

spokenly German. Our people in the East are more reluctant to

express their views, but on the whole they come to the same con-

clusion as the Illinois farmer and that is unequivocally a German

view. Our administration is pro-British, but I believe that the

majority of the people are rather pro-German. The President at-

tributes this sentiment to the hyphenated xA.mericans. but he must

be blind not to see that on account of his pro-British views he be-

comes daily more unpopular."

ENGLAND AND GERMANY.

This war will decide which nation best represents the ideal of

mankind, England or Germany. It is my honest conviction that

Germany ranks first, while England, and also France—not to men-

tion Russia—lag behind. France has, to be sure, made great prog-

ress since 1871, but England has apparently gone backward, al-

though I grant that England it still in many respects the most

favored of nations.

England is at present supreme, but this war will decide whether

her supremacy will endure. She owns some of the richest terri-
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tories on the globe—India, South Africa, Austraha, Egypt, etc.

She has the largest and most powerful navy in the world and is

absolute mistress of the seas. She controls the navigation of the

world, for the keys to nearly all the great waterways are in her

hands—Egypt with Suez and Aden, Gibraltar, and the Cape of

Good Hope. The Panama Canal alone, among strategic waterways,

belongs to the United States, but Great Britain can lock up even

that by her West Indian stations. Great Britain glories in her do-

minion of the seas, which means of the world, and she is ever

anxiously watchful lest her supremacy slip from her unawares. The
wealth of the richest lands is controlled by her, but the exploitation

of all this wealth is exclusively in the hands of the English aristoc-

racy. Any one who studies the British Empire and its magnitude

cannot help but admire the prowess and foresight with which Eng-
lish diplomats have built up this power, and this foresight is also in

evidence in the present war.

English grit overcame Spanish dominion when Spain wanted
to crush the rising English nation, and, later, England crushed Hol-

land and deprived her of her most valuable colonies. Nelson took

the Danish fleet before it could be utilized by Napoleon, and Eng-
lish diplomacy watched the nations on the continent, ever careful

that the balance of power were preserved so that the ultimate des-

tinies of Europe might always lie in England's hands. The scheme

was well managed, and from the English point of view it has worked
well.

England has always been the enemy of the most powerful state

on the continent. About two centuries ago England fought with

Austria against France, and in English history the victories of

Prince Eugene are credited to that unworthy British nobleman,

Marlborough. A century and a half ago Austria was the world

power to which England was opposed. So England supported

Frederick the Great of Prussia, thus to hamper the development

of the Hapsburg dynasty. Then, a hundred years ago, Napoleon I

founded a new great empire, and so France was the enemy to be

humiliated, and the victory of the Prussians at Belle Alliance is

credited to Wellington under the name of the battle of Waterloo.

In the meantime Germany has risen and grown to be the greatest

power on the continent, so it is Germany that is now the arch-enemy

of England.

The Germans are closely related to the English. The lowlands

of northern Germany are the home whence the Anglo-Saxons came
before they conquered Britannia. But this is no longer thought of.
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The English are not sentimental. They think only of their present

advantage.

I do not blame Great Britain for her anti-German policy. In-

deed Germany is more dangerous than were the Hapsburg dynasty

and Napoleon's empire in their time, for she has begun to rival

England in peaceful pursuits, in industry, in trade and in commerce,

and Germany's progress is built up on the most solid basis, upon

scientific method and a rational study of the natural conditions of

civilization. England could keep in the lead if she would emulate

Germany's methods, if she would devote herself in the same way
to systematic work and eclipse her rival in thrift, in diligence and

thoughtful application. But that would impose tasks and demand

sacrifices, and the English aristocracy do not intend to work or

struggle to maintain their position. Their ancestors showed pluck

in overcoming the Spanish Armada and in taking possession of the

world, in braving the storms of the oceans and the navies of other

lands, but now the ruling classes of England regard the world as

their private property, and they keep the working classes in poverty

so as to control the world for their own private benefit. In Ger-

many the laborer is considered, and the welfare of the whole is

regarded above the interests of the rich. The rich and the noble

are not without privileges, but merit is absolutely indispensable to

gain position.

The Kaiser was boyish when he ascended the throne ; he has

made mistakes ; he is guilty of many utterances which were unwise

and, even though well meant, could easily be misinterpreted. In

fact they zvere misinterpreted and he was misunderstood ; but after

all, even his enemies must grant that he is honest and courageous.

He has always tried to do what was right. Duty is to him the

highest command, and its call he implicitly obeys. His personal

interests and selfish wishes have no weight with him when duty

calls, and with him the welfare of his people comes before all other

claims. He was anxious to preserve peace, for through peace he

hoped to promote the welfare of Germany, and it was no fault of

his that the nations of Europe were plunged into war in August of

last year.

Can as much be said of any other European monarch ? Scarcely

of the kings of England. The kings of England are German,

but the Germans are not very proud of them.

Captain Mahan of the United States Navy once wrote a book

in which he showed that world-power depended upon the control of

the seas, and Kaiser William II read the book. He applied the
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lesson to Germany, and understood that Germany needed a navy

to protect her growing commerce/ This was the great and un-

pardonable sin in England's eyes. It was bad enough for Germany

to outdo the English iron and steel industry, but to build men-of-

war that would be able to protect German merchant vessels was

a threat against the English, for in England is was understood that

the English navy was the only one against which these men-of-war

could be used. The English navy is strong enough to police the

seas, and Germany should be satisfied with this English protection

of the world's waterways.

Yes, building men-of-war, that was the sin of imperial Ger-

many. From that time the Germans have been barbarians and

Emperor William a villain and an enemy to mankind ; for he has

committed the arch-sin of trying to be somebody too on the ocean,

and to breathe the air of the briny main. This was a symptom of

aggressiveness which England could not forgive, and it had to be

stopped in time.

I will not condemn the British principle of looking out for the

future, and of preventing any nation from rivaling Britain, but I

believe that other nations have as much right to build a navy as

England, and Germany is perfectly entitled to challenge England's

claim to the dominion of the seas. This is a collision of interests

which must be fought out ; and the decision is by war, in fair and

open fight. But I would expect that England should make her

demand frankly, openly and honestly, without resorting to the tac-

tics of slandering her enemy. I feel deeply disappointed that Eng-

land should unfairly and unjustly accuse Germany of horrible atroci-

ties and that she should misrepresent the issues of the war. Poor

England ! Must you malign Germany in order to rouse hostile

feelings against her? Have you no better arms? Slander is not

only wrong, but a symptom of weakness. The desire for slander

originates from the fear that the other party will win. It is an old

experience that slander is the last ditch of a lost cause.

England endeavored to preserve her dominion of the seas, and

I do not condemn her for her ambition. I will not even blame her

for trying to crush Germany before that country could become dan-

gerously aggressive. But England should not undertake such an

enterprise without earnest consideration of the risks and the vast

possibilities involved.

It seems to me that England's leaders have entered upon this

horrible war most thoughtlessly and -recklessly. Apparently they

believed that the overwhelming numbers of their allies would be
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sufficient to attain a quick and easy victory. And victory seemed

doubly certain, for the British navy could, by a wholesale blockade,

ruin German commerce and prosperity and reduce the people to

starvation. All seemed very plausible to those smart diplomats,

the flower of English aristocracy, who were confident that Great

Britain's wealth and her power could carry on the war longer than

Germany, and who boasted that when Germany was at the end of

her resources the English could still shoot with silver bullets. But,

after all, German steel may prove stronger than English gold.

Great is English diplomacy, very great ! England has often

succeeded in making other nations fight her battles ; and I do not

blame King Edward YII, and after his death the English prime

minister. Sir Edward Grey, for building up the Triple Entente

which has no other purpose than to place Germany in a vise between

France and Russia. I doubt the wisdom of France and Russia in

being led so easily into the meshes of British diplomacy, but I

admire British diplomacy for bringing about this alHance (cleverly

representing itself as a mere entente) in order to stand together

against Germany and crush her before she could endanger Great

Britain's dominion of the world.

France and Russia were formerly the arch-enemies of Great

Britain, but they came to be regarded as hardly dangerous any

longer, and certainly not so dangerous as Germany. For Germany

proved dangerous as a competitor in peace and a possible enemy in

war at sea. The French have little commercial talent, nor are they

good sailors, while the Russian empire is too corrupt not to be

tripped somehow by British gold or intrigue before Russian troops

could accomplish any deeds of heroism or venture on any Asiatic

conquest. Russia and France can easily be duped when the need

rises, but Germany is vigorous and could not be disposed of as

easily as a French president or a Muscovite grand duke.

Both countries, Russia and France, were vexed at Germany.

Russia was ambitious to expand, and it was England that had pre-

\ented her from acquiring a good seaport, either at Constantinople

or Port Arthur. France had met with serious losses. First she had

to give up Alsace-Lorraine to Germany, and then the Suez Canal

to England. She was also unable to maintain her hold on Central

Africa, a compensation which her colonial hero, Alajor Marchant,

had gained by his expedition to Fashoda.

Russia had been on friendly terms with Germany, but Germany

did not mean to abandon Austria to the Pan-Slavic tendencies of

Russian policy, and Russia saw that Germany would not support
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her in a policy hostile to Austria. So Russia came to the conclusion

that Germany was not the right ally for her plans. Austria has a

mixed population. The main elements are Germans, Hungarians,

Bohemians, Slavs, Ruthenians and Italians. If Austria broke to

pieces its eastern portion would fall to Russia, and Germany would

be dangerously surrounded by a formidable Slavic empire. So it

was absolutely necessary for Germany to preserve Austria and pro-

tect her against the Pan-Slavic intrigues which had become more

and more dangerous through conspiracies which had their seat in

Servia and were fostered by Russia.

The leaning of Germany toward Austria cooled Russia's friend-

ship and induced her to close an alliance with France, and when
England, forgetful of her former hostility toward France and

Russia, offered France her friendship, France felt flattered, and in

the hope of some day regaining Alsace-Lorraine through England's

assistance, she gladly acceded to the proposed entente.

M. Leghuit, Belgian minister at Paris, in the papers discovered

in the Brussels archives expresses grave doubts as to the advisabil-

ity of France's allowing herself to be so easily induced to join the

Triple Entente, for, says he, "France will probably have to pay

dearly for England's friendship. .. .It is obvious that France is

fighting at her own risk for an English cause, not vice versa. Eng-

land is not fighting for France, France must make greater sacri-

fices, must fight harder, and even in case of victory will gain less."

Here again we have an instance of British policy. The English

fight their wars with the troops of other nations and, as some wit

has said, England will fight bravely to the last Frenchman. When
Sir Edward Grey began to fear that the French might see through

the secret of the English game, he secured Britain's position by an

agreement of the Entente powers against a separate peace. So now
the French and the Russians are pledged to fight to the last, until

England too agrees to make peace.

The Triple Entente is a clever trick, and it was further im-

proved when Sir Edward Grey succeeded, through the silver-

tongued art of English diplomacy, in luring Italy into it, and thus

increasing it into a Quadruple Entente. Perhaps something good

will come from Italy's attack upon Austria. On the one hand the

Austrian provinces offered to Italy for the sake of preserving peace

will remain Austrian, and on the other hand Rome may again be

surrendered to the pope, and the head of the Roman Catholic church

would again be a temporal sovereign, an independent prince equal

in royal dignity to kings and emperors.
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English policy is clever, very clever, but the whole plan is

more astute than wise, for there is a streak of viciousness in it which

takes undue advantage of Germany's isolation. Such tricks have

often been resorted to, and we will not condemn them too severely.

Macchiavellian viciousness is common in diplomacy. But there is

another pathetic feature of it that will go down into history, and

that is its incalculable stupidity. If such a trick does not succeed,

it discredits the party that tries it.

The armies of Russia and France, combined, are about three

times as great numerically as that of Germany, so that Germany
might be assumed to have little chance of resisting her enemies

even if supported by the Austrian troops. The Austrian army

lacks unity. It is made up of excellent units, but its regiments

speak different languages—German, Hungarian, Polish, Czechish,

Italian, Slavonic, Ruthenian, etc.. etc., and so the organization of

the whole is quite unsatisfactory. There are as many nationalities

in Austria as there are in the United States, but there is no obliga-

tory common speech which all must understand. In addition there

are petty rivalries and jealousies between the different nationalities,

whereby a harmonious cooperation is made difficult.

It is obvious that Germany, even with her ally, Austria-

Hungary, must contend against great odds in her struggle against

France and Russia. But she also has advantages, of which superior

intelligence is not the least important.

It is true that the French have made great progress in military

efficiency. They have introduced reforms in their army, increased

the time of service, and also reconstructed their army, not to speak

of the excellent new institution of a large squadron of air-ships.

The progress of French militarism was positively proved in the

Balkan wars, for the French had instructed and equipped the Bal-

kan states while the Turkish army had been trained by Germans.

Turkey was badly beaten, and the French regarded the success of

the Balkan victors as an evidence of a significant change in favor

of France. Since that time it became customary to ridicule the

goose-step of the German parade ; German training was character-

ized as antiquated, and French arms were considered more than a

match for the Krupp guns.

We will not deny that the French have made great progress in

their military institutions, but the Germans have not stood still.

There is this difference : the French crowed about their accomplish-

ments, while the Germans kept the invention of their heavy mortars

absolutely secret. The friends of France prophesied that in a new
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war Germany would be beaten ; they had good reasons based on

first-hand information.

So it was quite natural that Sir Edward Grey should have un-

bounded confidence in both France and Russia, the resources of

the latter being practically inexhaustible ; and he also believed in

the efficacy of the English blockade ; so naturally he would not doubt

the success of his plans. But he will gradually find out that he has

overestimated the strength of England and her allies, and under-

estimated the power, efficiency and serious spirit of Germany. After

all, quality decides, not quantity. Remember that Hindenburg op-

possed two Russian armies, three times as strong in all as the

forces under his command, and lured them into the district of the

Masurian lakes where he beat them thoroughly in a seven-days'

battle and took more prisoners than his own army numbered in

fighting men. Intelligence is more important than numbers, and

the final outcome does not depend upon bragging.

Those who believe in the cause of the Allies will not believe

me, but I am fully convinced that Germany cannot be conquered.

Each of the Allies began the war trusting in the support of the

others, but now they are breaking down successively, one after the

other, each disappointed that its allies are proving so inefficient.

It seems to me that they deserve their fate.

I am not a blind admirer of Germany. I am a native German
and owe the basis of my education to the German schools and Ger-

man universities. But I felt dissatisfied with the narrowness of

German institutions, and when my liberal views gave offense to my
superiors I resigned my position as instructor in science in the corps

of cadets at Dresden and left the country for the United States of

America, with which country I had, since my childhood, felt a deep

sympathy—a sentiment in the time of my youth quite common all

over Germany.

Previous to coming to the United States I lived for some time

in Belgium, in Paris, and in England, but I found none of these

countries as free and progressive as Germany. Germany has its

faults, but the faults of other countries are not less, and my respect

for Germany has increased with my knowledge of the shortcomings

of other peoples. I have a great admiration for the English, but

when I compare them with the Germans, I must give the preference

to the latter. The English are more self-sufficient, and as a rule

quite naively ignorant. The average German is better trained, more

serious, gives better attention to his duty, is more thoughtful and

less rude than the average Englishman, and if we compare the high-
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est achievements of representative men in the various countries we
shall probably find that Germany leads mankind in almost every

science and art.

Germans are by nature cosmopolitan ; they love other national-

ities ; and I must grant that they show a special preference for the

French. Why? I am not sure that I know, but I believe the main

reason consists in the fact that the French have some very desirable

qualities which the Germans lack. The French possess a rare grace

and lightness of temperament which renders, for example, the

French author elegant in style and clear in diction. The German,

in his tendency to thoroughness, is apt to be ponderous and heavy.

He has many superior traits, but he recognizes ungrudgingly the

fine qualities of the French character. In the past the Germans

have been inclined to regard the French as hereditary enemies.

They were enemies in the times of Louis XIV, of Napoleon I,

and again of Napoleon III ; but real hatred hardly any longer exists.

Senator Beveridge has recently traveled in Europe in order to study

the situation in the various countries, and he characterizes the atti-

tude of the Germans toward their enemies thus

:

"The German people feel and believe that they have been

wronged. The German people say that they did not want this war,

nor any war. They are convinced that they are the victims of a

monstrous plot, hatched in a foreign country, to destroy modern

Germany
"The German people believe that England is the arch-enemy

who, in the final analysis, brought this catastrophe upon them.

Man, woman and child lay their misfortunes at England's door.

In their German way they have brooded over the wrong which

they regard England as responsible for, until their feeling has be-

come that of hatred. This feeling is growing sronger and deeper

all the time."

In regard to the German attitude toward France and Russia,

Senator Beveridge says:

"Although France has caused Germany her heaviest losses,

and although Germany has dealt France her heaviest blows, yet

from the western to the eastern battle fronts, from Hamburg to

Munich, not one unkind word was heard of the French. The

expressions were almost friendly—certainly sympathetic and with-

• out patronage.

"The feeling of the German people is that the French ought not

to be in the war, and would not be, except for the Russian alliance
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and their enormous investments in Russia; and even more, except

for the machinations of England.

"The consensus of German opinion is that the French have
no logical place in the conflict. The Germans declare that France
would not have been attacked except for the certainty that France
would have attacked Germany to help France's ally, Russia, as

France's alliance with Russia bound France to do. But, funda-

mentally, the Germans think no real ground of conflict exists be-

tween Germany and France. Except for diplomatic alliances and
intrigues, the Germans are sure France would not be in this war.

"Strangely enough, there is no great animosity against the

Russians. Most of this has been overcome by the German people's

resentment toward England. The Germans say that the millions

of Russian soldiers do not know what they are fighting for, but

only do what they are told to do ; and that in this instance Russia's

grand dukes have done the telling. Here again to the German mind,

England once more appears as the master manipulator. Russia, they

say, would not have acted if she had not been sure of England's

support. As to the Russian muzhik, who is the Russian common
soldier, the Germans have pity for and sympathy with him. Poor
devil !' they say, 'he has no chance and never did have any chance

;

cannot read or write, and is not allowed to learn,' and so forth and

so on."

Our author writes as follows regarding the German attitude

toward the American people:

" Tt is tragic,' said a German scholar, 'how the English control

your opinion through your press. During the Russo-Japanese war
England told you to hate Russia, and you hated Russia. Now she

tells you to love Russia, and you love Russia. When will America

awake from being the international Trilby under the influence of

the international Svengali?'

"As to the stories of German 'atrocities'—the Germans at first

simply did not think that we could believe them; they at first did

not conceive it to be possible that we could credit the tales about

German 'barbarism.' Still, there was no animosity.

"This latter feeling has begun to show itself only in the last

month or two (February, 1915). This is chiefly due to our sale

of food and munitions of war to Germany's enemies, especially

powder and guns. It is the firm belief of the German people that

the war would now be over if we had not done this. They are sure

that it would be over in a very short time if we would stop doing it.

And they cannot see why we should do it—it benefits no American,
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say the Germans, except the American producer of war material.

" 'American shells are killing our sons,' say German parents

;

'American ammunition is desolating German homes ; Germany's

enemies are fighting with American weapons.' Such is the com-

ment and such the feeling among the German people.

"For many weeks it has been common talk among private sol-

diers as well as officers, on both the western and eastern battle

lines, that it is American powder hurling the enemy's bullets.

"This has spread throughout Germany until now (February,

1915), there is a genuine feeling of resentment. The sentiment is

growing that we are, for practical purposes, the ally of England,

or rather, the tool of England. How deeply rooted this will be-

come it is, of course, impossible to say.

"But it always should be taken into account when trying to

gauge German feeling that the Germans firmly believe that they are

fighting for their very lives. Whether one agrees with them or

not is of no consequence whatever in sounding the heart of the

German people ; but to understand them it is necessary always to

remember that, to them, this war is a question of life or death."

This description of the situation is corroborated by many other

observers, and I endorse their views. I also believe that the Ger-

mans are not mistaken in their judgment. The English planned the

war with vicious astuteness. The moment could not have been

better chosen, and all possible factors were cunningly combined,

but England in her vanity has overestimated her own powers and

the extent of her resources. I have come to the conclusion that

Sir Edward was lured on to his fate by a hope, like Croesus of old

haunted by the Delphic oracle:

"If you cross the Halys river

You will destroy a great empire."

The oracle proved true then as it is proving true now ; but the

English Croesus destroys his own empire. Diplomats often mis-

interpret Apollo's meaning. History repeats itself.

What condemns England is not her lack of strength, or her

misfortune in allying herself with inefficient peoples. There would

be no harm done to England if the Russian Empire broke down,

or if the French were unable to resist the Germans. The English

would finally be forced to do the fighting themselves. They should

not have begun a war in the hope that others would fight it out for

England ; but they relied on others, on the French, the Russians,

the Italians, the Japanese, from the start, when they ought to have
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taken an independent stand. They misrepresented the real reasons

for the war. They calumniated the Germans and maligned their

deeds and their character most inexcusably ; they believed that by

thus misrepresenting their foes the good-will of the world could

be gained; as if thereby battles could be won and history written!

Such methods succeed once or twice, but not always, and there are

indications that they will break down now.

M. Loyson accepts the stories of German atrocities as infallible

truth. The Bryce report lies before me, but it is obviously a col-

lection of assertions made with the definite purpose of a partisan

condemnation. The statements contained in it, coming as they do

from anonymous witnesses, have no weight, for they have not been

and cannot be checked by a cross-examination held by a represen-

tative of the German side. They are absolutely worthless except

as a propaganda for a dubious cause.

Any one who has read the German reports of the treacherous

attacks of the civilian population of Belgium on the German troops,

will see these Belgian and English accounts of German atrocities

in a different light. In view of the obvious onesidedness of the

British-Belgian statements, I naturally feel suspicious on perusing

them, and am inclined to think that even if the witnesses are telling

the truth it is but a partial version of the truth, and hence I regard

these reports as extremely untrustworthy. I sympathize with the

Belgians for their patriotism, but were they not obviously misguided

and were not some of their deeds horribly treacherous and atrocious.

English papers have published pictures of Belgian civilians tak-

ing an active part in the war. There lies before me a reproduction

of an elegant piece of art, apparently photographed from a painting

for the English paper in which it appears. It shows a well-dressed

lady, gun in hand, before a slit in the door, and by her side three

children. The inscription reads, "Firing on a Party of Uhlans."

While here the heroism of civilians in taking part in the war is

praised, in the anti-German reports of German atrocities this same

contention is denied, and the claim is made that the inhabitants did

not give any cause for complaint.

I have read German accounts of the entrance of the Germans

into Louvain, and their experiences in Belgium, also others, written

by impartial American reporters, and these versions are all very

different from that of the Bryce commission.

Mr. James O'Donnell Bennett's answer to Sir Conan Doyle

shows the facts of the German attack on the cathedral of Reims and

the origin of the fire in the library at Louvain in a different light
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from that in which these same incidents have been represented by

the enemies of Germany. I wish those who put faith in the Bryce

report would read Mr. Bennett's and Mr. McCutcheon's articles on

the war in Belgium. They would be convinced that the Germans

have done nothing discreditable and that the stories of atrocities

are obvious distortions and misrepresentations which cannot be

maintained before a just, honest and impartial tribunal.

Further, I do not see how it is possible to deny the fact that

before the war British ammunition was deposited in Maubeuge,

the French fortress near the Belgian frontier, and does not that

alone prove the conspiracy between France, England and Belgium?

Is that not a plain explanation of the meaning of the "conversa-

tions" discovered in Brussels? Is not the British ammunition of

Maubeuge now in German hands, as well as the Brussels archives,

including the communications of the Belgian ambassadors, details

of which have already been published? Can the hostile intention

of Belgium against Germany be gainsaid, and was not the English

attitude on the eve of the war most obviously equivocal? I for

one find it difficult to understand how the advocates of the Allies

can accept all the statements emanating from that side with un-

questioning credulity, while the German side is not allowed the

slightest or most superficial consideration.

Stories of German atrocities have been mostly invented, and

whatever grain of truth there may be in them is inflated and pub-

lished broadcast over all the world, while the Russian atrocities in

East Prussia are not even mentioned, and the reports of English

atrocities in Ireland, Africa and India are denounced as lies.

I would much sooner have kept out of the discussion of this

war, but it would have been cowardice on my part to pander to the

majority and keep silent while I possessed a definite and most posi-

tive conviction that the German side is right and that the war has

been engineered by England. I have deemed it my duty to investi-

gate the cause and the nature of this war, and I deem it my duty

now to discuss the question openly and without fear.

I have been reproached by some of my pro-British friends that

I have given the German side more space than the British side, and

in reply I will say that I have not suppressed any pro-British critic

of mine; If I have not deemed it necessary to represent the pro-

British cause more completely I have avoided wasting space on a

subject which fills our dailies ad nauseam and needs no repetition.
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If there is anything that can be said in favor of the Alhes or against

the Germans which has not been reiterated in our daily press, I shall

for the sake of truth be glad to receive it, read it, consider it, pub-

lish it and state my opinion on it publicly. I have been searching for

facts that will excuse the war or exonerate the Triple Entente of

a tricky, false and stupid policy, but so far I have not been able

to condemn Germany's actions, as is done so frequently, so malici-

ously, so unfairly, and unjustly.

A WARNING FOR OUR COUNTRY.

This war also involves grave questions for us, the citizens of

the United States. The sad experience of Germany proves that we
too might in some future time be attacked and therefore ought to

imitate German institutions and introduce universal and compul-

sory military service, perhaps in the form in which it exists in

Switzerland. We ought, every one of us, to be willing and ready,

when the necessity arises, to shoulder the gun and fight in the

defense of our country.

This world is a world of struggle, and the day may come when
we too shall be represented as Huns and barbarians. We have been

misrepresented before but we have forgotten. When we are at-

tacked again, shall we then be as patriotic and brave as the Germans
are now? Shall we be willing to die for our country, our honor

and our independence as our ancestors did in the past? Will our

women be as brave as German mothers are to-day ? I fear we have

to learn the seriousness of courage from the Germans.

GERMAN MOTHERS.

A German mother was asked by her American cousin how she

fared in this war, and what had become of her children. She

answered: "God be thanked, they are all healthy and strong to serve

our fatherland in the field. One son is fighting in Poland, another

is in Flanders, and the latest news is favorable. But my third son

fell in the first battle in Alsace." Here her Hps quivered. "He
was the sunshine of my life, but he died for a great cause ; he died

that we may live, that Germany may be saved. My daughter is a

nurse with the Red Cross." And what if all your sons fall?" asked

the American. To this the German mother replied : "It would crush

me to death. I would not care to survive them. But I would thank

God that he gave them to me and that I could offer them to my
country. It gives me strength to know that they have done their

duty. I know that they are brave and will not shrink. If they die
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they will not have lived in vain, and they would be blessed in dying

for a great, noble and heroic purpose."

This is not the opinion of one mother. It is the thought that

moves the hearts of nearly all of them. What few are selfish

enough to feel differently will scarcely dare to utter their senti-

ments ; they feel small and conscience-stricken and ashamed.

I know that the Germans are not guilty of this war, and I know

that the calumnies of the German atrocities are untruths. The

Germans would gladly have kept peace if possible. They do not

wish to conquer the French or the Russians. They were ready to

fight, not because they love to fight but because their past history

has taught them that only courageous nations can maintain them-

selves in this world. The Germans are ensouled by a spirit of great

courage, of honesty, of seriousness. They know that all life is

transient, but the ideals of life are eternal. We all must die, but the

aims which we aspire for live after us. I do not hesitate to say

that the Germans are at present the greatest nation on earth, and

part of their greatness shows itself in the quiet firmness with which

they bear the slander that is so unjustly and maliciously heaped

upon them by their enemies.
* * *

I wish now to speak to my French friends in particular. I wish

to tell them most emphatically that the Germans do not hate France.

On the contrary they like the French, but they cannot and will not,

for sheer friendship, give up Alsace-Lorraine to them. The French

should bear in mind that the German claim to Alsace-Lorraine is

just. The Alsatians are Germans, and most of them have become

and will remain good Germans. Alsace is a German country, and

France had no right to it in the first place. It is wrong for the

French to feel hurt about its loss. Why did they take it at all, and,

having lost it in 1871, why should they want to take it again? They

stole it once; is that a justification for stealing it again?. Alsace is

German in blood and language. Let it remain German.

I have lived in Alsace and I know whereof I speak. The Al-

satians are Germans and share all their virtues and their faults.

There are, however, some amusing exceptions, or would-be excep-

tions, to the prevalent German nationality in Alsace, for example,

the painter Hansi who, by his Francomania, made a reputation for

himself ; and the case of a local politician who was anti-German,

probably because he bore the French name Schneegans!

But I have more to say to my friends in France. If you love

France do not continue this war which you are waging in the
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interest of England. England will not give you any thanks for your

alliance, except words such as Kipling uttered. Germany would

have been a better confederate for you than England. Germany
would have allowed you to keep the Suez Canal and would not

have checked your advance in Africa at Fashoda ; and she would

have protected you against England. But your political leaders

have been shortsighted. They made it impossible for Germany to

support French interests, for it was only too apparent that the

French would use the first opportunity to turn against Germany.

Germany's implication in any war meant likewise France's partici-

pation, and on the side of Germany's enemies whoever they might

be. Why? Because the French have become monomaniacs on the

subject of Alsace-Lorraine.

If France' and Germany would cooperate, their friendship

would be mutually beneficial. The French would profit by coming

into close touch with Germany, and Germany too would be bene-

fited, appreciating as she does those typically French qualities which

she lacks. Their national characters are complementary. When
M. Pegu fell, bravely fighting in the air, German aviators dropped

a laurel wreath over his home, with a message of condolence, and

also praise for his patriotic courage. The Germans do not calumniate

their enemies.

I do not expect that the French will listen to my advice ; but

the time will come when they will understand what a horrible mis-

take they have made in fighting the battles of England in the vain

and mistaken hope of regaining Alsace-Lorraine.

One conspicuous feature in this war is the unfair representa-

tion of the German cause by the Allies, and this ought to be recog-

nized by the critical minds among their own partisans. This mis-

representation has been accomplished mainly through a systematic

propaganda by English writers, and men like Kipling have disgraced

their names thereby. The French accept such misrepresentations

as gospel truth, and you too, my kind critics, believe those false-

hoods. It seems impossible however, that the men who are respon-

sible for them do not know that they are not true. It is for this

reason that in certain circles in the United States "Allies" has been

spelled "All-Lies."

The method of introducing misrepresentation into a war is

sinister but very human ; it is the psychological feature of warfare,

and the Germans' strong love of truth has its weak points. They
are lacking in diplomacy. Nevertheless in the long run the blunt

truth is stronger than smart fabrications and the venom of errors
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begotten by them. Both the EngHsh people and the French are

suffering because of such mistakes, and they will have to pay dearly

for them. The present war is the fruit of this policy, and it is

difficult to tell what will be the end of it all. I fear that the war

will have to be fought to the bitter end, to the detriment of all

concerned. But two things are certain : ( 1 ) that the Allies will not

be able to crush Germany, and (2) France and Russia will suffer

most. England will probably suffer least, but she will not escape

unpunished. It is to be expected that England will lose her finan-

cial supremacy and probably also her dominion over the sea.

The Germans have shortcomings. I am not one who is pro-

German whether or not their cause is just. But I am pro-German

in the present war because, after a careful investigation, I have

reached the firm conviction that justice is on the German side; for

the Entente was founded for the purpose of crushing Germany, and

Germany had no choice but to break through Belgium and violate

Belgian neutrality so as to forestall an attack by her enemies in

the rear of her armies. The Serbian complication with Austria

was a cheap pretext, and Sir Edward Grey made cunning use of

it to fan the flames of war fever, although it was as foul as the

protection of assassins can be. The Kaiser, in his love for peace,

wrote personal letters to the Czar and King George, but in vain.

The Czar himself may have preferred peace, but the grand dukes

and the war party around him insisted on war and he had to sub-

mit. Finally, the die was cast when England promised to join and

thus make up for Russian inefficiency and lack of naval equip-

ment. England's equivocal attitude and lack of frankness toward

Germany, even when Germany offered to respect Belgian neutrality,

was also clear proof that she was about to enter the fray. From

that moment Germany knew that war was unavoidable and that

there was no other alternative than the path through Belgium.

But Germany did not advice Austria to yield in the Serbian

question ! No, she did not. To advice Austria to humiliate herself

was not Germany's duty, as my critics claim, nor would it have done

any good. It would not have served to preserve the peace. To sub-

mit the Serbian dispute to a conference of the very powers who made

up the Entente—the enemies of Germany and Austria—was cer-

tainly not acceptable.

It is no sin of Germany's that the Allies have proved to be mis-

taken in their calculations, and that she was better prepared ; these

are signs of her greatness and superiority, her courage, her effi-

ciency and her virtue. I trust that Germany will finally triumph
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over her enemies, and I see in her victory the victory of everything

that is noble and liberal and progressive, for she represents the cause

of mankind better than any of her adversaries. I expect that this

present ordeal, brought upon her by the hatred, envy and intrigues

of her neighbors, will purify her of her shortcomings and her sev-

eral faults, as it has already purified her social relations, her patrio-

tism, and all her ambitions and aspirations to a most remarkable

degree. The noble attitude of all German classes, and not least

among them of the Social Democrats, of the German youths that

go to the front with great courage ; of German mothers when
offering the lives of those dear to them on the altar of the father-

land ; the serious spirit that ensouls the Kaiser, the German princes

and all citizens down to the humblest patriot, are sufficient evidence

that the Germans are not Huns, nor barbarians, nor brutal savages

;

they are the noblest exponents of humanity and the chosen people

of that portion of the human race from whom we look for a greater

and nobler and better future to be born.
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The following letter from a physician in Resht, Persia, was received by

Mr. Robert P. Richardson of Philadelphia, in comment on his article pub-

lished in The Open Court of August last

:

"Resht, Persia, Oct. 10, 1915.

"Robert P. Richardson, Esq., 5010 Parkside Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Dear Sir : I have read with a great deal of interest the article in TJie

Open Court which you so kindly had sent to me. I am especially glad to get

a clear statement of the present position of Bahaism in America. You may
be aware that one of the strongest arguments to lead Persians to accept

Bahaism at the present time is the assertion that America is rapidly becoming

Bahai, in proof of which Tlie Star of the West is produced.

"Thanking you again for your clear and fair presentation of the matter,

I am, most sincerely,

"J. Davidson Frame (M.D.)"

A CORRECTION.

Through an unfortunate oversight the names of the characters were

omitted from the Key to the "Marriage of Pocahontas" which we reproduced

on page 5 of the last issue of The Open Court. We repeat the illustration

herewith, together with the names.
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A CRUCIFIX AFTER BATTLE.
On the highroad to Biihl, near Saarburg in Lorraine, there stands a cruci-

fix which presents a singularly ghastly and impressive appearance. It was
within the range of the cannonading, and a shell took off the cross to which

the figure of the Christ had been attached. The body was not injured, and

tlie extended arms now convey a totally different impression. The crucified

and dying Christ has been transformed into a compassionate pleading Christ

A CRUCIFIX AFTER BATTLE,

who is moved by the horrors of war and raises his hands as if invoking divine

aid to heal the wounds of war.

The accompanying illustration of the crucifix in question has been repro-

duced from No. 18 of the Eiserne Blatter series of prints being sold by D.

Traub of 48 Bismarckstrasse, Dortmund, Germany, for the benefit of war

sufferers.
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reads like a novel.

Price, paper 6oc: cloth $i .10 postpaid.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO



Recent Harvard Publications





A Budget of Paradoxes
By Augustus De Morgan

Revised and edited with full Bibliographical Notes and Index, by David

Eugene Smith, Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York.

Cloth, 2 volumes, 500 pages each. $3.50 per volume.

This is the work by which De Morgan is best known to most people.

Charm, humor, satire, learning, love of the curious—including the psy-

chology of the circle-squarers—all mark this book as one of absorbing

interest to all lovers of books. Notes are necessary nowadays to recall

to the reader half-forgotten names and incidents, and this edition is the

careful work of the eminent bibliographer, Dr. D. E. Smith.

Press Notes

"The Open Court Publishing Company has many times laid the educated world

under an obligation by its publishing ventures. Its latest undertaking is the re-

printing of Augustus De Morgan's book entitled "A Budget of Paradoxes," which

first appeared in 1872."

—

Classical Weekly.

"Augustus De Morgan was one of the most famous mathematicians of his time,

and one of its greatest personalities, though the general public to-day knows the

name principally through his son, William De Morgan, the novelist."

—

Bookman.

" 'A Budget of Paradoxes' is a work in bibliography. It is a whole library of

curiosities, most of them absurd enough, mathematical jokes, literary, political and

philosophical 'paradoxes.' The Open Court Company has produced the work very

successfully."

—

Springfield Republican.

"De Morgan, whose repute as a mathematician was high in his day, had a wide-

ranging intellect and a polemical temper. He used the word paradox for that which

was apart from general opinion ; and it is of these departures he writes with a

versatility and penetration that makes his comment interesting."

—

Christian Science

Monitor.

"Delicious bits of satire of the nmeteenth century. .. .An amazing work."

—

Review of Reviews.

"Out of print for long years, lovers of the classical and the curious will welcome

its appearance in a new edition in two volumes under the editorship of David Eugene

Smith of Columbia University."

—

The Chicago Tribune.

"The collection begins with Buridan's foundation for an argument on free-will

—the story of the ass, hungry and thirsty, tied between a bundle of hay and a pail

of water, the observer to see which he would choose first."

—

New York World.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO



]VI IXH RA I S ]VI
By W. J. PHYTHIAN-ADAMS

New Volume added to the Series

RELIGIONS ANCIENT AND MODERN

Small 8vo, Cloth, 40 cents net

PRESS NOTICES

"For more than 100 years Mithraism and Christianity struggled for

mastery, each professing to satisfy man's craving for blessedness and

eternal life. This account is worth reading."—The Continent.

"Mithraism was the Roman soldier's faith. It was a secret cult.

not unlike Freemasonry. The author of this brief volume has suc-

ceeded in compiling an astonishing amount of information on his

subject. "^—The Independent.

"The mysticism of the religion itself, and the fragmentary state of

modern knowledge about it add much interest to the subject."

—

Springfield Republican.

"A scholarly presentation of the subject."—Ave Maria.

* :!-• * H: *

"Mithraism w^as an essentially masculine religion. No goddess

appears on Mithraic monuments. The emperor, Julian, called the

apostate, and his followers were initiates of Mithraism."—^The Post-

Express.
* * * ^» *

"The student of comparative religions will welcome this little

volume. The author, with a rare gift of sifting materials, traces the

spread of this strange system of religion from its Persian birthplace

through Anatolia across the /Egean, through Italy, as far north as

Great Britain, and south to Egypt."—Milwaukee Journal.

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
CHICAGO AND LONDON



THE SCIENCE PRESS
SCHOOL AND SOCIETY

A weekly journal which began publication on January 2, 1915, covering the
whole field of education in relation to the problems of American democracy. Its

objects are the advancement of education as a science and the adjustment of our
lower and higher schools to the needs of modern life. Each number will ordinarily
contain articles and addresses of some length, shorter contributions, discussion and
correspondence, reviews and abstracts, reports and quotations, proceedings of so-
cieties and a department of educational notes and news.

Annual subscription $3.00; single copies 10 cents

SCIENCE
A weekly journal, established in 1883, devoted to the advancement of the natural

and exact sciences, the official organ of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. For twenty years Science has been conducted by its present editor,

on the lines which will be followed by School and Society, and is now generally
regarded as the professional journal of American men of science.

Annual subscription $5.00; single copies 13 cents

THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY
An illustrated magazine, continuing the editorial policy of The Popular Science

Monthly, devoted to the diffusion of science, publishing articles by leading authori-

ties in all departments of pure and applied science, including the applications of

science to education and society.

Annual subscription $3.00; single copies 30 cents

THE AMERICAN NATURALIST
A monthly journal, established in 1867, devoted to the biological sciences with

special reference to the factors of organic evolution.

Annual subscription $4.00; single copies 40 cents

AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE
A biographical directory, containing the records of about 5,500 scientific men.

Price, $5.00 net

SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
A series of volumes for the promotion of scientific research and educational

progress.

Volume I. The Foundations of Science
By H. Poincare. Containing the authorized English translation by George Bruce
Halsted of "Science and Hypothesis," "The Value of Science," and "Science and
Method." Price, $3.00 net

Volume II. Medical Research and Education
By Richard Mills Pearce, William H. Welch, C. S. Minot and other authors.

Price, $3.00 net

Volume III. University Control
By /. McKeen Cattell and other authors. Price, $3.00 net

THE SCIENCE PRESS
Lancaster, Pa. Sub-Station 84, New York City Garrison, N. Y.

To THE SCIENCE PRESS
Lancaster, Pa., and Garrison, N. Y.

Please find enclosed check or money order for

in payment for the publications checked above.

Name
Address

Date



K'UNG FU TZE
A DRAMATIC POEM

By PAUL CARUS

Press Notes and Comments :

"An interesting presentation in dramatic and poeticform
of the principles and origin of the Confucian system of ethics.

"

—New York World.

"Historic pictures and deductions of rare and unique
value are offered in this little volume of unusual interest."— Chicago Herald.

"In a brilliant foreword Dr. Cams gives a summary of
the Chinese world-conception and interesting historical data
concerned with the rise of Confucianism."

—

Review of Reviews.

"When the stage lifts itself up to such plays as this of
Dr. Carus, there will be no fixed gulf between the pulpit and
the stage. "

—

Miltuaukee Journal.

"Dr. Carus aims to give a vivid picture of Confucius as
he was in daily life. The poem is attractive and keeps well
within reason."

—

Wisconsin State Journal.

"Dr. Carus is splendidly equipped for the task of famil-
iarizing us with the Chinese world-conception and ethical
views. A better understanding of the good points of other
races will promote among men the sentiment of universal
brotherhood and make for mutual tolerance."

—

The Ecclesias-

tical Review (Roman Catholic).

"I greatly admire your drama K'ung-fu-tze, and think
you have made the very most of what would at first sight ap-
pear as a dry-as-dust subject. You have embodied in it all

the essentials of the Confucian doctrines, which are thus
placed before students ina pleasant, readable form. I recom-
mend it to my students."

—

Prof. Friedrich Hirth of Columbia
University.

Pp. J2. Boards, price joc.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO



Important New Books

The Military Unpreparedness of tlie United States

By FREDERIC L. HUIDEKOPER

Published November 10th. $4.00

Frederic L. Huidekoper's new book, The Military Unpreparedness of the

United States, promises to be a much discussed volume, with one chapter in

particular—The Land Forces of the United States as They Ought to be Organ-
ized—as the center of all the discussion. For it is in this chapter that Mr.
Huidekoper's ideas as to what this country's attitude should be in the matter of

defences are brought to a focus. He is hitting straight from the shoulder and is

advocating vigorously that which he firmly believes and upon the adoption of

which, in his opinion, the future prosperity of the United States rests.

Medical and Veterinary Entomology
By W. B. HERMS

Published November 17th. $4.00

A work which will be of interest to physicians, veterinarians, health officers

and sanitarians as well as to students is W. B. Herms' Medical and Veterinary

Entomology published November 17th. Herein is contained a discussion of all

the more important insects and arachnids relating to disease and irritations of

man and beast. The author has placed special emphasis on control and preven-

tion. He has aimed to familiarize the student with the specific parasite treated

in a chapter, its identity, life history, habits, relation to disease transmission or

causation, and to indicate methods for its control and prevention. There are 228

illustrations in the text, largely made from original photographs or drawings.

Professor Herms has been engaged in many successful campaigns against

disease bearing insects, notably malaria bearing mosquitoes in California. His
work on the house fly has given him a national reputation. He is a member
of the National Malaria Commission and for nearly fifteen years he has been

a teacher, devoting his major attention to medical entomology, both as a member
of the faculty of the University of California and of the San Francisco Veter-

inary College. His other published books include A Laboratory Guide to the

Study of Parasitology and Malaria: Cause and Control.

A Handbook of Weaves
By G. H. OELSNER and SAMUEL S. DALE

To be Published November 24th

An important publication is G. H. Oelsner's A Handbook of Weaves, which
has been translated and revised by Samuel S. Dale and to which there has been

added a supplement on the analysis of weaves and fabrics by Mr. Dale. The
book contains 1875 illustrations and constitutes a complete and clear explanation

of the construction of weaves for dobby or harness looms. It includes weaves
for single and double fabrics and also for three or more ply cloths.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
CHICAGO



The Nature-Study Review
Official Organ of the American Nature-Study Society

L. H. BAILEY, NEW YORK, President

A live journal for those who are

interested in the teaching of Nature
in the Common Schools.

Subscription One Dollar a year

(nine numbers). This also covers

membership in the National Society.

Send subscription to

THE COMSTOCK PUBLISHING CO.
Sample copy sent free on request Ithaca, N. Y.

IN PRESS

THE VENUS OF MILO
An Archeological Study of the

Goddess of Womanhood

BY

PAUL CARUS

Cloth. Pp. 182. Price, $1.00.

Beautifully Illustrated.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO



New and Recent Books
University of Chicago Press

A Short History of Belgium. By Leon Van der Essen, Professor of

History in the University of Louvain.

The world-wide interest aroused in the history of Belgium by its

present position in the great European war makes especially timely the

publication of this volume by a professor of history in the University of

Louvain, who recently g'ave a course of lectures on the history of Belgium
at the University of Chicago.

The history is objective and gives simply an account of the past

history of the Belgian people, leaving entirely out of consideration their

present deeds and sufferings. By consulting that history, however, the

reader will be able to understand more clearly why the Belgian nation of

today took the stand it has taken in the war.

A historical scholar of recognized ability, Professor V^an der Essen,

has treated his intensely interesting subject with imagination and sym-
pathy and yet with a careful sense of historical values and aims.

viii4-168 pages, 12mo, cloth; $L00, postage extra (weight 1 lb.)

Individuality in Organisms. (The University of Chicago Science
Series.) By Charles Manning Child, Associate Professor of

Zoology in the University of Chicago.

This volume is the second in "The University of Chicago Science

Series." the initial volume of which is The Evolution of Sex in Plants,

by John Merle Coulter. The new volume is an attempt to state, and to

present some of the evidence in favor of, a conception of the nature of

organic individuality which has gradually developed in the mind of the

writer during the course of some fifteen years' investigation of the simpler

processes of reproduction and development in the lower animals. It

includes also a brief critical survey of the various theories which have
been developed in this field of investigation.

x-(-214 pages, 12mo, cloth; $L25, postage extra (weight 1 lb. 6 oz.)

Senescence and Rejuvenescence. By Charles Manning Child,
Associate Professor of Zoology in the University of Chicago.

Certain experimental methods have made it possible, not only to

follow the physiological age changes in some of the lower animals, but to

learn something of their nature. The most important result of this investi-

gation is the demonstration of the occurrence of rejuvenescence quite

independently of sexual reproduction. The book dififers from most
previous studies of senescence in that it attempts to show that in the

organic world in general rejuvenescence is just as fundamental and im-

portant a process as senescence.

xii-f-482 pages, 8vo, cloth; $4.00, postage extra (weight 3 lbs.)



The Modern Study of Literature. By Richard Green Moulton,
Head of the Department of General Literature in the University

of Chicago.

An introduction to literary theory and interpretation. The purpose

of the work is to discuss the Study of Literature : what it must become

if it is to maintain its place in the foremost ranks of modern studies.

The author's previous well-known books on literary criticism and his long-

and successful experience in the public presentation of literature have

especially fitted him for the authoritative discussion of this problem of

modern education.

vi-(-542 pages, 12mo, cloth ; $2.50, postage extra (weight 1 lb. 13 oz.)

A Short History of Japan. By Ernest Wilson Clement.

Because of the intense interest in the present political situation in

the Far East this short history of Japan \\\\\ make a strong appeal to

readers and travelers who are asking- for a better knowledge of the

background of the struggle for supremacy in the Orient. The author,

Ernest Wilson Clement, whose long residence in Japan as a teacher,

interpreter for the United States legation, correspondent, and editor, has

given him a wide •familiarity with the country, has written a brief but

discriminating account of both Old and New Japan.

x+190 pages. 12mo. cloth; $1.00, postage extra (weight 15 oz.

)

Current Economic Problems. By Walton Hale Hamilton, Profes-

sor of Political Economy in Amherst College.

The work is intended for the use of students in elementary economics

and is designed particularly to meet the needs of ..those who, having had
a thorough course in economic theory, need a general introduction to

current economic problems. It will be found useful also in colleges and
universities which gives in the first semester a course in applied problems.

The plan of the book is strictly in line with the prevailing tendency in

the teaching of economics. It consists of readings selected from journals,

books, and other sources ; and these excerpts, presenting as they do dif-

ferent points of view, form an admirable basis for classroom discussion.

xl-f-790 pages, 8vo, cloth; $2.75, postage extra (weight 3 lbs. 1 oz.

)

The School and Society. (Second edition, revised and enlarged.)

By John Dewey, Professor of Philosophy in Columbia University.

The position of authority which the author holds and the popularity

which the former edition enjoyed are indications of the value of this work.
About seventy-five pages of educational contributions from the pen of Dr.

Dewey have been added in this new edition.

xvi-j-164 pages, 12mo. cloth; $1.00, postage extra (weight 15 oz.

)

The University of Chicago Press
CHICAGO ILLINOIS



The American Mathematical Monthly-

is the Only Journal of Collegiate Grade in

The Mathematical Field in this Country

This means that its mathematical contributions can be read and

understood by those who have not specialised in mathematics beyond

the Calculus. '

The Historical Papers, which are numerous and of high grade, are

based upon original research.

The Questions and Discussions, which are timely and interesting,

cover a wide variety of topics.

The Book Reviews embrace the entire field of collegiate and sec-

ondary mathematics.

The Curriculum Content in the collegiate field is carefully con-

sidered. Good papers in this line have appeared and are now in type

awaiting their turn.

The Notes and News cover a wide range of interest and informa-

tion both in this country and in foreign countries.

The Problems and Solutions hold the attention and activity of a

large number of persons who are lovers of mathematics for its own
sake.

There are other journals suited to the secondary field, and there

are still others of technical scientific character in the University field;

but the Monthly is the only journal of collegiate grade in America

suited to the needs of the non-specialist in mathematics.

Send for circular showing the articles published in the last two

volumes.

Sample copies and all information may be obtained from the

MANAGING EDITOR, H. E. SLAUGHT
5548 Kenwood Ave. Chicago, 111.



Our Knowledge of the External World
as a Field for Scientific Method

in Philosophy
By

THE HON. BERTRAND RUSSELL, M.A., F.R.S.

Pages X, 245. Cloth, $2.00 (7s. 6d. net).

This book is a compilation of Mr, Bertrand Russell's "Lowell Lectures" of 1914,
in which the author attempts to show, by means of examples, the nature, capacity,
and limitations of the logico-analytical method in philosophy. They are on "Current
Tendencies," "Logic as the Essence of Philosophy," "Our Knowledge of the External
World," "The Problem of Infinity Considered Historically," "The Positive Theory
of Infinity," and "The Notion of Cause, with Applications to the Free-Will Problem."
These lectures are written, as the Mathematical Gazette says, with that clearness,
force, and subtle humor that readers of Mr, Russell's other works have learnt to
expect; and are the first publication on Mr. Russell's new line of the study of the
foundations- of physics.

"THE book of the year It is in every sense an epoch-making book."

—

Cambridge Maga:gine.

"His method interests by the success with which it approximates philosophy to
science These able and suggestive lectures will introduce thoughtful readers to
a tract of speculative inquiry not yet much opened up, which promises good results
to one with philosophic interests and scientific training."

—

Scotsman.

"This brilliant, lucid, amusing book, which, in spite of a few stiff passages,
every one can understand."

—

The New Statesman.

"In some respects the most important contribution that has been made to phi-
losophy for a long time past. The whole book is of extreme interest, and it abounds
in good Sayings."

—

The International Journal of Ethics,

"The author maintains the fresh and brilliant yet easy style which always makes
his writings a pleasure to read."

—

Nature.

"Ths book, though intentionally somewhat popular in tone, contains most im-
portant and interesting contribution to philosophy."

—

Mind.

A BOOK OF COMMANDING IMPORTANCE
Professor John Dewey of Columbia University of New York, in the July Philo-

sophical Review, writes as follows concerning Mr. Bertrand Russell's recent book:

"There are many ways of stating the problem of the existence of an external
world. I shall make that of Mr. Bertrand Russell the basis of my examinations, as
it is set forth in his recent book, Our Knowledge of the External World as a Field
for Scientific Method in Philosophy. I do this both because his statement is one
recently made in a book of commanding importance, and because it seems to me to
be a more careful statement than most of those in vogue."

Professor Bernard Bosanquet speaks of the same book as follows

:

"This book consists of lectures delivered as "Lowell Lectures" in Boston, in

March and April, 1914, It is so attractive in itself, and its author is so well known,
that. I think by this, time, it may be 'taken as read,' and I may offer some discussion
without a preliminary abstract."

All bookstores or sent on receipt of price

The Open Court Publishing Company
122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.



The Open Court Publishing Company
ANNOUNCES

A series of books on the philosophy of war
by representative writers

AMERICA

GERMANY MISJUDGED. (In preparation)

An appeal from the American Verdict

Sy

ROLAND HUGINS, Cornell University

Pp. 250, cloth ^1.00

ENGLAND

JUSTICE IN WAR TIME. (Ready)

An appeal to intellectuals

h
HON. BERTRAND RUSSELL, Trinity College, Cambridge

Pp. 300, cloth $1.00, paper 50c

r BELGIUM AND GERMANY. (In preparation)

A Dutch view of the policies of these two nations

i,yHOLLAND DR. J. H. LABBERTON, Translated into English

by Wm. Ellery Leonard, University of Wisconsin

Pp. 260, cloth $1.00

ENGLAND
(Minority View)

FRANCE

NEWSPAPERS ^

CARLYLE AND THE WAR. (Ready)

6y

MARSHALL KELLY

Pp. 250, cloth $1.00

ABOVE THE BATTLES. (In preparation)

iy

ROMAIN ROLLAND, Author of Jean Christophe

Cloth $1.25

NEUTRALITY. (In press)

A study of the American Press

h
S. IVOR STEPHEN

Illustrated by facsimiles of headlines, cartoons, halftones,

humorous and otherwise

Pp. 300, cloth $1.00, paper 50c

Deacriptive circulan mailed on requtat

The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago


